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The picture of the Sunday School teacher as presented In the 
Indiana 8ur7a7 raTeals the qualities of sincerity^ raeponse to a 
strong sense of duty, and a religious attitude, but a ead deficiency 
in the matter of training and preparation for the delicate task of 
working with immortal souls* To draw into this great work those 
with special ability, and to encourage those already in to add train* 
ing to their devotion, calls for the development of a professional 
spirit* By this spirit is meant the feeling that they are members 
of a great profession of teaching, with a pride in their calling and 
a sense of the worth^whileness of their task* They will realise 
that real teaching is one of the great enterprises of life, that it 
demands the best that is in a person, and calls for exercise- of 
his highest powers, for force, for originality and imagination equal 
to the powers of mind and spirit that bring to light the secrets of 
ooienee, that produce the great inventions, and make the great dls- 
doveries*
Teachers in religion in a special sense need to feel that 
they are being called to serve in a holy cause, a cause that inay 
need martyrs, and surely demands sacrifice, a cause that requires 
defense and explanation ^mtil it hacomes as firmly established in the 
public mind as the cause of general education* If they realize 
that they are all part- of a great movement, that thousands of others 
over the country are devoting themselves to the same high calling, 
they will feel a keener sense of responsibility, of consecration to 
service. They will work unitedly for high standards which will 







Thl-a sense of advancing a cause will ha Strengthened if they-are 
brought to share in the work of great teachers of the past, if they can 
see teachers all down the ages who have given their lives to the service 
of developing personalities, who have blazed the trail in new teaching 
methods or bpened up new fields of learning, or developed new theSrles of 
education. Only a few of the greatest teachers achieved fame for them­
selves in the classroom; more shine with a reflected glory from their 
pupils, who go out into more spectacular fields' but who willingly acknow­
ledge their "educational heredity". There is great Joy in thus invest­
ing .one's sfilf in other human beings. A teacher's own life is greatly 
enriched, but the chief reward is in seeing lives that have been trans­
formed by a touch. It is not always possible to know accomplishments; 
somatizMS returns come in years afterwards, but they do come, and fre­
quently from the least expected sources.
One method of vivifying these rewards, and thereby developing 
the professional spirit is to bring to teachers the stories of the past 
that they may see the horoitf, the self-^sacrificing, the inspiring elements 
in the lives of real teachers, and to show the powerful radiating force of 
such llvep as they spread out through the lives of their pupils.
The purpose of this thesis is to show that biography, vividly 
presentsd, may serve as a stimulus to a professional spirit in teachers in 
church schools, and as such deserves, a place in a teacher training course. 
It is assumed thai^*.,the probable age of the majority of the members of such 
a:^tt*aining class will be from eighteen to twenty-four, at the time when 
they are still idealistic, with the altruistic motive strong, and when few 
have permanently established vocations. If older members are in the 
class, their already demonstrated devotion may be stirred to increasing 
efficiency by a new motivation.
CHAPTER OHE
IMITATIOK! THE PSYCHOLOaiCAL BASIS
CHAPTER I
Imitation: The Psychological Basis-
The psychological basis for using biography as a stimulus to the 
professional spirit lies in the principle of imitation; hence it will be 
necessary to consider-what imitation is and how it works.
The importance of imitation as a method of education and as a pro­
cess of social adaptation is admitted by psychologicst and sociologists. 
Gabriel Tarde^ from the social standpoint, in 1890, expressed the theory 
that human life could be fundamentally interpreted in terms of imitation,- 
"Society is imitation". James Mark Baldwin, in 1895, from the psycho- 
physiological standpoint, explains imitation as an organic reaction 
which tends to maintain and repeat and reproduce its own stimulation.
In his own words
The essential thing, then, in imitation, over and above 
simple ideo-motor suggestion, is that the stimulus starts a 
motor process which tends to reproduce the stimulus and, 
throu^ i^, the motor process again,- from the physiological 
side we have a circular activity, sensor, motor; sensor, motor; 
and from the psychological side we have a similar circle, 
reality, imago, movement; reality, image, movement, etc. ^
While it is probable that neither theory is satisfactory as 
entire explanation of the growth .of human development and of human 
society, nevertheless they have unq^uestionably cobtributed an enormous 
amount to the understanding of mental and social development, and both 
men are continually quoted by other writers in.both fields as the start­
ing point for the theory, modified and adapted to new conditions and new 
points of view.
As a general definition we may say that imitation is "the
2tendency to repeat the thought or action of another".
There seems to be some difference of opinion as to the
^ Mental Development, Chap. VI., p. 126 
2 Homs, Psychological Principles, page 278
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relation oi sugsestion and imitation; as to whether imitation is an instinct; 
hut in the main these resolve thoms^lves into exactness in the use of terms# 
Since, "ill consciousness is motor," - to quote James - and Baldffin*8 of 
Dynamogenesis telle us that: "An idea or a concept always tends to work it- 
self out in action", we find there are two sides to the process of imitation! 
the sensory or ideal state-, and the motor state which tends to follow the 
other. So Ellwood places suggestion as the cognitive aspect, and imitation 
as the motor aspect, of the same mental process. This would seem to fit the 
actual use of terms by others, or to result in the compound term of some, 
"suggestion-imitation". To Horne, imitation is an instinct, suggestion an 
impulse, but ho admits they shade into each other so closely that it is 
almost impossible to distinguish.
To quote Baldwin again:-
The use of the teihn Instinct as applied to imitation is, i think, 
confusing. A9 used in my "Uental Development", it means simply 
what is a native tendency, not an instinct in the sense of a funct­
ion having a fixed form of reaction or expression,- an imitative 
impulse.^'
And again we find Ellwood hAipful in giving us a classification 
which seems to harmonixd the difficulties. He claims there is no general 
instinct of imitation but that it is a method of expressing many instincts, 
impulses, habits, and even the highest forms of rational adaptation. It 
is essentially a mental, trait, not merely a biological phenomenon, for it 
deals with thought as well as acts. It is a general tendency which 
functions to make easy the development of other native tendencies. It is 
"simply a name for one of the types of interaction among individuals, on 
its active or motor side expressing itself on the instinctive, habitual or 
rational planed ^ Various groupings are given by different writers
^ Social and Ethical Interpretations, note p. 530 
2 Ellwood, Introduction to Social Psychology, Chap. X, p.
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according to "their purpose or the desired emphasis, but all classifica­
tions will fall on these threo planes also.
1. Instinctive ^
On the Instinctive plane. Imitation Is unconscious, and'spontaneous;
It results In activity from seeing that activity going on in others, a mere 
sensox7'~motor reaction without purpose, except the impulse to reproduce 
and experience what has been observed. In children, this form of imita­
tion occurs from the first few months, resulting in such acts as crying, 
laughing, yawning, repeated movements and sounds, oven in moods of good 
hxzmor, cheerfulness or the opposites* It la a means of gradual reduct­
ion to order and usefulness of the diffused motor discharges of infanta, 
of forming the foundation of material for future conaoious and voluntary 
actions. The acquisition of langxiage is the most notable and oonspicu- 
ous example of Imitation on this plane*
2. Habitual
On the habitual plane. Imitation is based on the tendency to 
conform, the desire to be like one's fellows. It is mors conscious than 
the previous form but still without consciousness of purpose; it is rather 
for the sake of being at one in the group. Few people can give an 
adequate reason for acts of this kind* On this plane it makes for uni­
formity in society, is the process of handing on from one generation to 
the next the useful, acquired unifonnities, and acta as a conservative 
factor, to preserve custom and tradition, the social inheritance of the 
race*
3* Rational
On the rational plane, we have the most highly conscious imita­
tion. It is wholly voluntary and purposive in character, with a wide 
range, from its use by the child to perform certain acts,- to write, to add, 
to use tools, both manual and intelleotual processes,- to the formation of
12
ideals \iy the selection of models. There is a very definite "conscious­
ness of copy", as Baldwin calls it', something of analysis and synthesis 
in the effort to perfect the reproduction of the copy.
4. Idealistic imitation
Kirkpatrick goes on to add another type in "idealistic imitation", 
or rather, peiisaps, to differentiate on the rational plane and to matk a 
stronger distinction in the conscious and voluntary imitation of itu>dels
\
chosen after Judgment euad reason have entered in. When Ellwood speaks 
of imitation as a factor in social progress he seems to have in iind 
much the same idea on a larger scale, where civilization has spread hji 
one culture borrowing another which has been judged more valuable, where 
imitation has worked with critical -intelligence.
Idealistic imitation is based on concepts, is an attempt to copy 
a standard, oonodlved of as correct and desirable, an ideal derived from 
severed, particulars giathered from concrete acts and objects. Selection 
of the desirable characteristics in the years of childhood are made by 
others; they are the ideals of home, school and church. With adoles­
cence the principles of selection are found within and the choice of 
(lualities, and combination into a standard, lead to the age of hero-iforship 
and ideals, when imitation becomes a potent factor in moulding character 
and moral development.
Ellwood is continually warning us that the theory of imita­
tion must not liiB carried too far, so that we overlook numerous other 
important factors, that Imitation is modified and controlled by other 
elements, that it has its limitations as well as its usefulness. To 
explain society by the one tendency of imitation unduly simplifies human 
social life. Individuals -^do not imitate everything nor everybody. 
Moreover, the tendency to Imitate is mediated by other natural tendencies, 








If imitation-were the only factor it would seem as if imi~
4
formity would be the rule of society* It does not make us all copy* 
lets* On the c.ontrary, it is a me^ns of self-discovery^ throu^ which 
the child becomes conscioue of the world about himself^ and of himself^- 
”%he ego and alter born together”, as Baldwin says.^ He perceives 
that he can do what other people can do* He not only m^es conscious 
effoirt to copy models, and realiiing imperfections continues until per­
fection is reached, but copying also spurs his tendency to self-assertion 
and to growth of his own personality* As he reveals himself to himself 
and te others he ^ains strength in his own individuality* He becomes 
aware of himself as a center of power hitherto regarded as foreign*
Hor does this emphasis upon imitation minimiie the import­
ance of initiative and originality, nor deny their presence* First of 
all, imitations are never exact copies; some of the personality of the 
imitator gets into the copy; it is modified by differences in situation, 
in feeling, by relative emphasis on details^ all his past experience is 
brought to bear* ^ many the impulse to self-assertion is stronger 
than the impulse to conform* James says: ”Imitation and invention are 
the two legs on which the human race historically has walked”* By imi­
tation the old is conserved, by invention the old is adaptedtocnew needs 
and changing conditions* Through the hew, progress is made, until the 
new becomes the old through being imitated and made part of tradition 
emd custom*
Moreover, originality grows by the progressive deepening
of insist into the causes and motives that prompt the imitated act or/thought, when the.spirit is caught rather than mere reproduction of form 
or process* It is necessary to understand, assimilate and appropriate 
the copy to our own personalities, to do the model did, not what he











did* IThon this principle is-understood we are freed from blind imita­
tion and choose and adapt our models for our own particular ends*
The importance and possibilities of imitation as a part of the 
edueativ* process of children is evident* It is rather common to. suppose 
that it has nothing to do with adults^ in whom the power of reason has 
developed* Since our use of the tendency will be largely with adults or 
with young people in late adolescence^ it is necessary to consider the 
application of this discussion to them^ to Imow whether we are Justified 
in extending the principle beyond the plastic years of childhood, when 
Uunsterberg says the child, by Imitation, “submits to standards of truth 
and beauty and morality in his surroundings”• When we study the organ­
isation of society, however, it is there we find sociologists like Tarde- 
and Bagehot, and social psychologists like Ellwood and McDougall, showing 
that social imitation is a large factor in the explanation of activities 
of adults, whether or not-Individuals intentionally aim to use others as 
models*
In its more advanced forms imitation is under the control of the 
will and is directed by reason, but through the mechanism of the psycho­
physical laws one inevitably-imitates the models presented by his environ­
ment* Far more frequently than we realise are our ideals of life and 
conduct imitative reflections rather than Intellectual acqviiaitions* Our 
lives are often moulded by our friends and associates* Klapper says,
”We frequently trace a marked change in our conception of art, of science, 
in our tastes, oiir hopes, and ambitions, in our very attitude toward life, 
to the very subtle and keen Influence of an associate or teacher,- a deep 
but far-reaching effect but usually unconscious".^






Through our innate desire to he like others, most social hahits 
lire built up and uniformity is brou^t to society and passed on as 
social Inheritance. Particular forms of language are due to imitation. 
We speak ^glish or French according to what we hear; we misplace our r's 
or flatten our a*8 according to whether we live in New England or the 
Middle West. Racial characteristics are in the main not innate, but 
expressions of different traditions, outside of certain physical traits, 
and some differences In^mental constitution. Likenesses in members of 
the same profession, students in the same school, those who belong to the 
same social class, are due to imitation. What we eat and the way we 
eat, the clothes we wear, the homes we live in,,the games we play: all 
habitual routine activities-^that make up the greater part of life are 
based on imitation. From the fads like the tulip craze, Mah Jongg or 
crossword puzzles, fashions that produce the standardized youths of today, 
to our political parties, all are "cau^t” from those around iis. Great 
movements like religious revivals, crusades, schools in art and litera­
ture, are unconscious imitation on a 3arg6 scale.
Along with all the habitsy customs, and ideals, that are 
adopted without reflection, rational imitation with its highly conscious 
and purposive character plays a large part in the development of think­
ing people, and can be ne-de to figure more by encouragement. There are 
among famous people some outstanding examples of the use of this method 
in achievement, William M. Hunt glyes this advice to his pupils:-
Tou must set yourself ahead by studying fine things, I*ve 
told you over and over again whose works to draw,- Michelangelo, 
Raphael, Durer, Ifolbein, Mantegna, Get hold of something of 
theirs. Hang it up in your room; trace it, copy it, draw it. 
from memory over and over, until you own it as you own "Casa­
blanca" and "Mary had a little lamb". 1





Robert Louis Stevenson was a master of English‘Style, and he 
tells us in "Memories and Portraits" how he attained it, by conscious 
and persistent imitation. Whenever he read a book or passage that 
pleased him he set himself to catch the particular quality of the style*
He knew he was unsuccessful but he gained in rhythm, harmony, and con- - 
struction through "playing the sedulous ape" to numerous great writers.
Franklin relates in his Autobiography how ho imitated AddisoA'e 
SpsctatoV in order to learn how to express himself clearly and elegantly. 
Moreover hh/ueed the principle in character development also, for in his 
plan of virtues he aets for the ru2e for humility, "Imitate Jesus and 
Socrates".
Robert Raikes also wrote: "It is that pwrt of our Saviour*s 
character I try to imitate,- he went about doing good".
The individual freqilsntly may not be conscious of imitation as 
such, but he is conscious of copying to reach certain definite aims of his 
own. This is Kirkpatrick's "idealistic imitation", when judgment enters 
in for the selection of desirablS qualities'which combine to make up a 
copy or standard. Some object to calling this imitation because the 
models must be general concepts, but they may become very real, this visu­
alisation of an ideal personality with the chosen qualities, and as much 
a model to be copied as a real human being whose characteristics are i^dt 
all acceptable to a oritioal judgment. This is a hi^ly conscious and 
rational process for it involves analysis, weiring values of qualities, 
and synthesis in combining. It means real penetration into the inner 
feelings and motives of people, and Intelligent assimilation and adapta­
tion to one's own needs.
Whether the imitation be conscious or unconscious there are 
always more models than one could possibly use thrusting themselves before 






of which comes either the ascendancy of one model, or a combination of 
several?
In the earlier phases there are certain inner forces that have 
their influence, when the instincts and habits lead different people to 
choose entirely different models from the same environment. As intel** 
ligence develops, other and objective influences enter into considera­
tion,- the laws of custom and of prestige, not the wprth of-the mo^l as 
judged by reason, but its manner and success in holding attention.
Custom, by repetition, re-enforces the tendency for a model to seiie 
attention and become a habit, and differences are subnerged in the pre­
vailing type.
With increasing consciousness, the source from which the 
imitation comes tends to strihe the attention and the imitator comes to 
fool increasingly the force of prestige. Then the acceptance of the 
idea depends not so much upoh the idea itself as upon the prestige of the 
model. The following quotation from the Literary Digest of March 7, 
1926, is such a good illustration of the point in question as applied in 
the realm of fads, that it is quoted here.
To explain scientifically why the cross word pussle has 
become the fad of today is not difficult. We must do little more 
than repeat the early history of every new vagary of the past.
The important reasons behind the birth of each of them have been 
the same,- first, prestige, and second, publicity.
The Chinese game, you remember, first became popular on 
Fift^ Avenue; bobbed hair came from Irene Castle and the movies; 
golf was the ^me of millionaires; police dogs were the pets of 
society folk. And so it is not surprising to find that cross word 
pussies received their first impetus from a group of well-known 
writers in Now York......... And publicity did the rest,l
Carrying the principle into higher phases of activity-we 
find that a great conqueror, throu^the prestige won by his military 
exploits, may impress his ideas of social organisation upon the *hole:of 
his country; statesmen who win a place in the public eye may set the tone
Taken from an article "by Dr. H. E, Jones and Prescott Lecky, psychol- 














df political life^ founders of new religions have often secured prestige 
by reprmsenting supernatural powers, miracle working, startling new 
methods of presentation, or by sheer force of personality,
Peoplfi may imitate unreflectively the person with prestige and may 
sometimes gain from that activity, but it is really a step toward a 
higher form,- reflective, critical imitation, This is a function of a 
developing intelligence, and judgment is applied to the relative merit 
of the models^ selecting the models which is accepted as a whole; then 
all of its acts are accepted uncritically as desirable copy.
The chief limitations of models are their concreteness, the neces­
sity of imagination to interpret and assimilate, and their inability to 
opoate a capacity that doss not already exist in the imitator. But they 
do stimulate to action, they reveal individuals to themselves, they pro­
vide standards of judgment, and they Influence our ideals, "fill our 
minds with a certain pattern of life".
The realisation of the importance of imitation in development 
places upon thoughtful people heav^ responsibilities,- shaping environ­
ment so that it contributes to the beat development, wise selection of 
models, and securing prestige that will lead to the choice of the best. 
Efforts to change environment may seem slight in comparison to 
the multiplicity of influences over which we have no control, but we cam 
encourage and provide the bast where possible, 'Humbers of models erne 
preferable to few; there would be damger in one only. People need 
standairds and..materlca for comparison.
low the best models that we could have would be striking per­
sonalities, but where we may be limited to only a few such In person, 
through history, story, drama, biography, fiction, and pageantry, we may 
bring into the community the heroes who may serve as models. This then 
is the place of biography; to provide copy for the imitative tendency to
seige upon and transfomuJjito lives.
If among the mary influences impinging upon the lives of young 
people^ biographies are presented, perhaps they may count only as models for 
unconscious imitation. They are by no means to be discounted for this 
reason, for theyi may be just as potent in results as association with people 
whom we imitate uni^ollectively. Again, some people respond more readily to 
Indirect suggestion than to direct appeal.
■Interpretation and analysis of characters help to furnish qualities 
that go into the building of ideals for copy. This leads to direct sug­
gestion, to conscious study of lives that appeal. Here, too, is paved the 
way for self-discovery. In comparison of the lives of others with their 
own, and in the application to themselves in their own way, through study 
of motives of action, their own personality is enlarged.
Prestige operates in as many different ways as there are tempera­
ments and dispositions, so that the greater variety offered, the better 
chance of making appeals. Alleged rather than real superiority is often 
the magnetic factor. The real prestige of worth of personality is often 
not distinguished from acquired prestige of extraneous factors like name, 
fortune, reputation. Both are powerful. Models must be made as inter­
esting as possible. Too often undesirable characters are emotionalised 
through fiction and the moving pictures, that will have to be counteracted 
by strong positive appeals to the worthy models. Concrete examples are 
always more powerful than any number of abstractions. Helpfulness in the 
abstract makes little impression upon a small child; tell the story of Jimmy 
Stand-by and the quality lives in the image and has reality. The idea of 
service through teaching may be a vague shadow until made real and vivid 
through the life story of a teacher who served nobly and unselfishly.
Thus we may use the principles of Imitation to foster in our 
young people an ideal of the teaching profession that will lead them into 
its ranks as their life work.
CHAPTER TWO
THE USES OP BIOGRAPHY
Biography Is in Its very name ths llteraturs of 
lilo* Since the nohle'st life 6n eaurth is always 
human Ufa, the literature which deals with human 
life must eilways he 4ho noblest literature* ^nd 
since the IndlTldoal human life must always have 
a distinctness which cannot belong to any group of 
human life, biography must always have a charm 
which no other kind of history can rival*
Phillips Brooks
gHAPTER-II












Although pre-adolesoence is specifically the age of hero-worship, 
most people remain hero-worshippers in soma degree long past that time, 
hut the heroes change. The boys outgrow the Douglas Fairbanks and 
firemen-down-the-straot stage, coma up throu^ Robin Hood and King 
Arthur to Roosevelt or Edison, demanding new types of heroes to meet 
their own growing lives. In the hearts of men and women will be 
enshrined the images of admired personalities whose lives offer a con­
tinual source of inspiration,- such figures as Woodrow Wilson, John 
Wesley, Alice Freeman Palmer, and innumerable others. It is hero- 
worship dignified and glorified, but it is still the contact of person­
ality upon personality, the. touch upon a life, that helps to shape ideas 
and conduct.
The thou^ of personalities influencing lives naturally suggests 
first living people. Fortunate indeed is the person who has had the 
privilege of seeing great men face to face, even if only for a momentary 
glimpse. Liit*s boyish ambition was to be a man like Beethoven, whose 
portrait hung upon the weJ.!. When he was giving a concert in later 
youth, the sight of Beethoven's leonine head among the audience inspired 
him to excel himself, and he was rewarded by praise from the great man 
himself. The boy Mendelssohn at twelve made the acquaintance of Goethe 
and friendship continued until Goethe's death. Mendelssohn was Goethe's 
David who banished his bad dreams with music. Longfellow, after a short 
visit with Emerson, fairly "emitted poems and plays for days". Mary 
Antln lived glorified days after her visits with Edward Everett Hale.
The power of the personality of even a humble man unknown to 







judge, planter of trees, transformer of a barren island into a verdant 
paradise for birds. Through varying channels his stream of influence went 
out in sons and daughters who made the world a bit more beautiful and 
better because they had lived in it oven as he had done.
Perhaps it is only hearing a famous man upon a public platfom that 
touciwa the spark of ambition, or a simple incident of two hi^ school boys 
now devoted to persistent practice in the high school orchestra, because 
they went behind the scenes when the Philadelphia Orchestra played in 
their town and Damrosch shook hands with them.
We can not all sit on a log with Mark Hopkins nor may we all gain 
entrance to greatness like Mary Antln; to most,, contact with great person­
alities comes throu^ the world of ime^lnatlon, through the heroes and 
heroines of fiction, or throu^ men and women who have really lived In the 
past and are made to live again through the medium of biography. People 
read novels because they take them into a world not their own, where they 
can enjoy the romance and adventure that is often missing from their own 
lives; but a well-written biography can furnish the same thrills, the same 
sense of heroic adventure, with a far keener sense of reality. An in­
formal list of adolescent herods gathered from the memories of one of 
Professor Bailey's classes shows thtSrty-five from real life, and twenty- 
five from fiction ^d legend. "The masterpieces of fiction spring from 
the human brain, the subjects of biography are the very creations of Qod 
himself. William Roscoe Thayer adds, • And the realities of God must 
forever transcend the fictions of men.*»l Biography even has advantages 
over real life, in that the reader knows a man from birth to death, in an 
intimate and personal way impossible even with his closest friends.
^ Murphy, M. A.^ Torchbearers. page 6 of preface
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Plutarch^ ”the father of biogrkphy®, long ago recognised it ae a
source for examples in conduct and character in his Life of Pericles:-
Virtue has this peculiar property, that at the same, time that 
we admire her conduct, we long to Oopy the example* The goods 
of fortune we wish to enjoy, virtue we di^eire to possess. * « •
. The beauty of goodness has an attractive power; it kindles in us 
at once an active principle; it forms our manners, and influences 
our desires, not only when represented In a living example, but 
even in an historical description*
and the famous "Parallel Lives" have served for centuries as classic 
models and springs of inspiration.
Since his day, the place of biography- in character moulding has 
become almost a trdism so that we may find this terse, business-like 
twentieth century expression of it in tl!iis review of .Uabel ^nsley's 
Torchbe^u:*er8:-
The authdr in twenty lively chapters gives the life-stories 
of some of the world's great religious leaders* Biography is 
the ever useful, ever skillful tool in the hands of teachers 
of youth, whereby worthwhile character is formed*
1* Pedagog- Its pedagogical value is being more and more emphasised, and
ical
uses biographical methods of teaching'.hlB;tory, geography, scienca and invent­
ions, ethical ideals, is largely supplanting old methods, all showing the 
realisation of personalities behind all forces that have made Today.
History was probably the first subject to yield to this 
treatment, for human development groups itself around the achievements of 
great epoch-makers, whose clearer insight and farther vision made them 
leaders of their fellow-men. "Biography is the heart of history", and 







as if we had been participators* Through knowing the leaders, events 
are most clearly understood and remembered.
Geography is beginning to be taught in the same way, con­
necting with places the men who he^ve made those places worth knowing,- 
Athens through Pericles, Plato and Demosthenes; Florence through Raphael
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Da Vlnci^ Savonorola; the Rhine throu^-Charlemagne, Attila^ and Napoleon.
Inventions are made to mean more than material progress by making 
them fitand for men of imagination, persistent effort, heroic endeavor, not 
only of the men who have gained fame and honor for final success, but 
through stories of the experimenters along the way, vdio saw the vision and 
carried on, s^lng it easier for others to advance, thou^ they never 
arrived themselves.
^ve the pupil this grtpp of things through personality; 
show him that mEinfs thoughts and deeds reach down through the 
centuries in the material embodiment which they create; 
fxirther show the pupil that this personality in things usually 
leads back to self-sacrifice, hard study, and character devel­
opment to the spirituality of man,- do ^his, and you have 
taught the force back of all thought, all good, all advance­
ment, you have opened the way to a knowledge of God, the 
Creator, 1
All fields of human endeavor and achievement are thus unrolled 
before us, explorers, teachers, missionaries/ poets, artists, musicians. 
Almost numberless series of biographies are put before the children and 
young people of today. A quotation from the preface of one is given to 
show the attitude; it could be duplicated from almost any other.
Neither painter nor Sculptor can produce a greater express­
ion of beauty than that which has already been built up in 
hie own consciousness; no Individual can produce a greater 
expression of manhood or womanhood than that which he holds 
in his own mind. It IS Important, therefore, to set high 
standards. Educators agree that the study of biography is 
a potent factor in the achievement of this snd. ^ new 
field for biographical study is found in the.lives of great 
musicians. ^
7he following list of titles gives a partial Idea of the 
possibilities: Heroes of 7oday, Heroines of Service, Women of Achievement, 
Men Who Conquered, Ministers of Mercy, Heroes of the Cross in America, 
Argonauts of Ealth.
^ MoTuman, Personal Equation, page 44
^ Scobey and Home, Story Lives of Great Ihisioiarls. Preface
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In the Endeavor to meet the aroused sense of public responsibility
for the moral situation of today, courses in ethics, cheiracter building, *
or oitiaenshlp, are being introduced into the public schools. The
course as given in Boston is explained by Miss Rose Carrigan, Master of
the Shurtleff School, to consist of the following 8tep*i-
'Repeated observation of good example, an aroused desire to 
imitate, action in imitation, discussion for the purpose of 
evolving an ideal, the formation of an established habit of 
ideal action, the checking of one's personal achievements in 
the field of this ideal action, and the acquired taste for 
biographical reading bearing a relation to ideal conduct."
In 1886 Phillips Brooks made this suggestion:-
It would be good if in these critical years, sometimes so 
anxiously, sometimes so lightly passed, in which men are deciding 
whjit they are to do. with this mysterious gift of God which we 
call life, some wise and sympathetic teacher in the college or 
elsewhere, should hold a class in professional biography, and 
make the most representative man of each profession tell, not 
by his lips, but by his life, what sort of man and what sort of 
career his occupation make. It might save, here and there, a 
foolish choice and unhappy life. 1
Dartmouth College has established a course in biography, broader 
perhaps, in aim and principle than-that suggested, and Professor Ambrose W. 
Vernon advocates the teaching of such a course for the following reasons:^
a. Biography exalte the individual soul, an emphasis paz*ticu- 
larly needed in the present tendency to preoccupation 
with science and the social attitude;
b. Biography gives us the compulsion of reality;
c. Biography enlarges our horisons;
d. A genuine study of biography gives final and truthful 
answers, as individuals have given them, to the great 
questions of humanity,*- what was his attitude to his 
country, friends, learning, religion, his self,- was he 
conservative or progressive,- was his energy concentrated 
or scattered,- what was his greatest defect, his most 
typical saying, deed,- what was his fundamental purpose 
in life, or didn't he have any?





To quote Phillips Brooks again:-
Every' good etory of a Ufa sets before those who read It some­
thing which la imitable, and.something which is incapable of imi­
tation^ and thereby come two different sorts of stimulus and inspir­
ation. It gives us help like that of the stars which guide the 
ship from without, and also like that of the fire which bums 
beneath the engines of the ship itself. ^
However, he warns, as do other advocates of biographical study, 
against the dangers of weak imitation. One must' bring to the reading of 
the lives of others one»s own personality, ideas, conviction*, purposes, 
and the power of analysis and conscious comparison. This makes men 
better know themselves, better know their fellows, and while receiving 
li^t and direction from others, yet sremain themselves. But the recog­
nition of the great principle that runs throu^ all human life becomes a 
source of inspiration, kindles enthusiasm, vitalises lives so that they 
become productive.
Knowledge of prlnciploe, pmcept9,and rules of conduct do not 
result in the impulee to adhlovement unless stimulated by some emotional 
power. Biography shows principles in action, it embodies precepts in a 
man.
"It is wondetful”, says Agnes Reppller, "how the best and 
the worst of us weary of precept and reverence example. We 
listen with the faintest stirring of the spirit to the noblest 
exhortation; but we are filled with admiration and with whole­
some shame when we remember Charles Lamb playing cards night 
after night with his fretful old father, or Dr. JohnAon*e 
unfaltering kindneoe to the helpless and disagreeable depend­
ents whom he sheltered under his humble roof, or Sir Walter 
Bitting by the bedside of the little humpbacked tailor into 
whose dull and miserable life he had brought the only gleams 
of sunshine. It is better to read these things than to read 
sermons.® 2
Whan we finish reading the lives of real men and women we feel 
the ardor of the hero of those pages firing us and the power of the char­
acter has been transfused into us. If we g*t into sufficiently big com­
pany we Just can not help being big ourselves.
1 Brooks, Exeter Lectures, page 181















Among the greatest oitixans of my state 1 number one who 
itom boyhood has saturated himself with all that he can learn 
of Abraham Lincoln, That life is no biography to him^ nor 
is it a good example. It is a voice calling. He has ans­
wered it. Every year he is finding xiew ways of responding to 
It, I can not conceive his life without that of Lincoln, his 
master, whom he never saw, A
All that has been said of biography in general may be applied to 
the biographies of teachers in particular, ^^lat is desired as the purpose 
of thie paper is to make heroes out of teachers, to make the teaching pro­
fession reveal its possibilities for high achievement, for pioneering and 
adventuring, for service, through the touch upon many lives, to the young 
people who are choosing their vocation and at the tlo^ when altruistic 
motives are strong. It is to adopt Phillips Brooks’ suggestion, only 
glorifying one profession instead of showing many.
Teaching has not always been a publicly honored profession, 
its results are too often too intangible to be rl^tly appraised, it is a 
comparatively late comer into the professions requiring hi^ training. The 
school teacher of earlier days has suffered at the hands of the satirist and 
humorist, Ve owe to literature chrtaih vivid mental pictures of the school­
master, Two figures probably crowd for first place,r Goldsmith’s village 
master, stem or lenient according to his mood, kind of heart, but with his 
learning characterised by hie ability to out-argue the parson In words if 
not in ideas.
While words of leaniod length or thundering sound 
Amased the gating rustics ranged around;
And still they gased and still the wonder grew.
That one small head could carry all he knew, 3
and the Schoolmaster of Sleepy Hollow with his hands dangling a mile out
of hie sleeves, small head, and loose frame that brou^t to mind the genius
^ Cabot, Ella Lyman, Ethics for Children-. Preface
2 Goldsmith, Deserted Village
3 Irving, Legend of Sleepy Hollow
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of l^lne descendix^g upon the earthy or a eoarecrow eloped from a corn­
field* He too belonged to the days when learning was the prerogative of 
the schoolmaster and parson^ and wh&.the acquisition of knowledge was 
frequently enforced by the application of the birch. We smile at his 
eccentricities, at his fondness for the ladies, and for appetising tea- 
tables, his mixture of shrewdness and simple credulity, his appetite for 
the weird and supematurad, and at. his inglorious downfall. We recog­
nise him as a kindly cdurioature of a probably true type. But certainly 
no one would care to follow in the footsteps of either of these school­
masters.
Whe iact that Dickens accomplished an educational reform in 
Ehgland by his portrayals of the birutal cruelties of the grasping ^queers, 
and that self-proclaimed Tartar Creakle, does not erasd from the popular 
mind these unlovely pictures. Just because of Dickens* very power to make 
his characters exist like real people, and because ha desired to startle 
and rouse the feeling by giving the worst types in the strongest possible 
light, and because he moved millions by his stories where only hundreds 
would have been xi^^ohed by ordinary methods, there is a permanence about 
the charactea of Squeers and Creakle, the Uurdstones, and the teachers in 
Grinder’s school, with their harshness and cruel oo-eroidn* In "Bleak 
House", poor little Paul Dombey suffers under the forcing apparatue of the 
learned and pompous Dr.. Blimber, who has no human sympathy or understand­
ing of child nature, and ^delights in his great hothouse with its premature 
blossoms of scholastic information. This cramming system is also shpwn 
in "Hard Timoe", ^The Christmas Stories", and in the "Holiday Romance".
In all, Dickens portrayed twenty-eight schools, with a definite and dif­
ferent purpose in mind in each case, and underlying prlnclploe grounded 
on sCund educational Ideale and a deep sympathy for children; but the 
evils in the system of his day receive the full glare of the spot-li^t.
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He does present posUtire vli^ues as well as the negative slde^- kind and 
generous Hoetor Strong^ who appealed to the honor and good faith of the 
boys, Uarton in "Old Curiosity Shop", Phoebe's school whero she loved 
the little ones into learning, Agnes in "David Copperfield", and Esther 
Summarson in "Bleak House", but none of these are as vivid in the popu­
lar mind as Squeera of Dotheboyo Hall.
Thackeray, with his satirical pen, in "Vanity Fair" takes us into 
another class of society. Miss Pinkerton's academy for young ladies in 
ChWwick Mall, with its rigid formality and conventional regularity, 
emphasised t^^e virtues belonging to the English gentlewoman of birth and 
station. Miss Pinkerton herself assumed a i^ftjestic manner as befitted 
one of superior learning and once recipieht of a visit from The Great 
Lexicographer, Dr. Johnson, but was in reality subservient to patrons of 
wealth and influential position, and overawed by Becky Sharp with her 
fluent French and independent spirit. Miss Jemima, her sister, was 
good-natured and sympathetic but impotent.
The Reverend Lawrence Veal advertised that he "prepared young 
noblemen for the universities, the senate, and the learned professions", 
but ho, too, bowed down before bank accounts and titles, and. his learn­
ing was evidenced by his display of sesquipedalian words and a few 
phrases of Greek, Latin and French, not in any sound knotledge. Such 
admiration as may be indicated for these exponents of the teaching art is 
expressed by simple souls like Amelia; even little Georgy Osborne mimics 
the conversation of Mr. Teal, and clever Becky holds Miss Pinkerton up 
to scorn and ridicule.
Mr. Stalling, in George Eliot's "Mill on the Flees", is 
again the worldly, ambitious typp, but quite sincere in his belief in 
the efficacy of hie educational method, whiph was like a uniform mould 
to which he tried to fit all his pupils. When they failed to grasp
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Euclid and the Eton Latin Grammai’, it waa because of laaineea or stupid­
ity, and sternness was the only remedy applicablO| sd slow, practical 
Tom Tulliver had an unhappy time. Bartle Massey, in ”Adam Bede**, was 
just as harsh in his treatment of the lads in hie ni^t-school, but for 
the three workmen who had not felt the urge for education till later in 
life, and to whom learning was a heavy business, he held his keen impat­
ient temperament in leash, showing only compassionate kindness#
**The Hoosier Schoolmaster** is Edward Eggleston's picture of a typ­
ical teacher of little red schoolhouse days, when moral courage was often
the chief requisite to rule over the ungraded room, and the big boys,
*
whoso respect for learning was a minus quantity, and whose support and 
loyalty had to be won by brawn rather thanbr^n, or by keen ingenuity 
that could best them at their own tricks# Only such a victor could lead 
them along the paths of knowledge#
Until we come to "Tom Brown's School Deys at Rugby**, we find no 
teacher who honors the calling by the combination of real scholarship and 
understanding of boy nature, and who is honored and'respected by hie 
pupils for his nobility and manhood.^ But here we have not merely fiction, 
but fiction based on fact, for the Doctor is the famous headmaster of 
Rugby who revolutionised the school system of England# Thomas Highes not 
only presents the bright side of school—boy life with spirit and vivid 
detail, but he paints the portrait of Dr. Arnold from the pupil *8 stands 
point. From Tom*8 boyish point of view, in his better moods, hs feels 
him to be a "man with all his heart, and soul, and strength, striving 
against whatever was mean and unmanly and unrl^teous in our little 
world", but mostly, with typical school-boy attitude, and a full share of 
pranks and lesson failures, he sees in him the boys* natural enemy# At 
the end of Tom's Rugby days, he comes to a realiiatlon of hla wise rule, 









die out, and in particular, his pezwonal interest in each boy's develop­
ment, hie watchful and unobtrusive planning to bring out the best in 
each. ”Hs marched down to the schoolhouse, a hero-worshiper who would 
have satisfied the soul of Thomas Carlyle himself.” This book is per­
haps more responsible for the Arnold tradition in England than Stanleyts 
excellent biography, but it is, after all, a one-sided view, and shows 
the boys with an indifference to learning for its own sake, thus failing 
to emphasise Arnold's insistence on IntfiLlectual development, which was 
one of his strongest characteristics.
Although nany teachers have probably had the experience of the 
power of biography to arrest and retain the interest of a class to a 
marked degree, for the purposes of class use the woll-knowh and complete 
biographies are too long and full of detail, and oftentimes too advanced 
for those entirely unfamiliar with the subjects. Sketches of the lives 
of the great are almost without number; there are many excellent biog­
raphies, though ImmortEil ones like Boswell's Johnson, and Lockhart's Scott 
are few, but for present purposes wre sketches of teachers* lives are 
desired, with the hope that they may prove a lure to further acquaintance, 
and li^t the fires of enthusiasm.
Sir Sidney Lee, ae a scientific biographer, declares that "True 
biography Is no handmaid of ethical instinxction”, that it is ”a truthful 
picture of life's tangled skein, good and ill together", and "it preju­
dices its chances of success when it is consciously designed as an ethical 
guide to life." His premise is granted from the standpoint of the biog­
rapher, without yielding the claim that biography teaches from its own 
intrinsic nature. It must be truthful, for even a short sketch may be so 
embellished as to present a view essentially false, but it may catch the 
real spirit of the subject even thcAigh it only hints at the mainsprings 
of action. A conscious stress upon one phase of a character may be more
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^revealing than a catalogue of all events and qualities within a limited 
compass^ for the purpose is inspirational^ not informational* £ven this 
sort' of presentation need leave nothing to be unlearned, but may open the 
door to a richer treasure on closer investigation* By all means, the 
application of a moral should not be allowed to spoil the impression* It 
la the hope that they may speak for themselves and replace the desperate 
Endeavor ^’tb get a lesson out of it” by a fascinated interest in people 
who have lived deeply and well*
In order to achieve this interest, the essentially dramatic and 
heroic incidents and qualities must be presented • Narration^ not expo­
sition of character, should be the main method* To present pictures to 
the imagination, to stir the emotions, without violating the truth, will 
give the charm to biography* It may be inward struggles that are set 
forth as well as outward acts, but it must be alive* The imagination 
can often find a touch of romance in what seems to be as ordinary life and 
can so present it that it will catch the youthful spirit* For ezampleq 
the very titles of these stories show how such interest may be gained,- 
When Mosart Raced with Marie Antoinette; The Whittier of Cremona (Stradl- 
varius); The Shepherd Lad of Tuscany (Giotto); The,Light of Guidons Lamp 
(Guido Henl); When the Princess Passed (Correggio)* These illustrate 
different uses of prestige for children, but the principle may be adapted 
to young people as wdl*
While the life must be great enou^ to give the strong pull up­
ward, yet throu^ it must beat the pulse of a human being* Super-folk 
make it .easy to attribute the achievements to genius and to thi^k the 
example offers nothing for ordinary folk* Toung people need to feel 
that people like themselves in the oozmon elements of flesh and blood and 
mind and spirit have moulded these into something splendid. Bven mis­








brighter by ‘comparison^ and people will seem more real^ more approach­
able^ and to the extent that weaknesses are overcome will a life show 
encouragement to others*
Owen Wister claims that:
To be famous after you are dead is one thing, and to^ be liv^ 
ing after you are dead is quite another* In the case of George 
Washington^ we have the extraordinary parados that he stands the' 
greatest of Americans, and yet the least alive of all heroes*
• « * • • Our American school books have frosen George Washington 
to death* They have preSez*ved his fame but killed him* ^
Such a presentation may arouse admiration but not interest* We
must become acquainted with Washington in his domestic and social and
personal life, as Washington Irving or Woodrow Wilson have pictured him,
to realise he was not the "moral muznzny" that an earlier mistaken idea of
biography made him out to be*
If it is really a great life, greatly told, two convictions 
grow up in us as we read: first, the man was vastly greater 
than I can ever be; and second, this man, great as he is, is of 
the same human sort that I am of, and so I may attain to the 
same kind of greatness which he reached* The first conviction 
brings humility,^ the second brings encouragement* And humility 
and encouragement together, each by its very presence saving 
the other from the vices to which it is most inclined,- these 
are the elements which make the noblest character and the 
noblest life* ^
Such sketches have not accomplished their greatest results 
unless the taste that is offered makes the reader hungry for more and 
sends him to the complete biography* One needs to know the life as a 
whole, to go deeply into the inner life and find the motives and princi­
ples that guide it, to answer the questions that Professor Vernon sug­
gests, to think and feel with him until he becomes a living, breathing, 
acting person* A whole series of sketches may arouse a desire to be 
one of a greiat line of teachers, but after following Mary Lyon from the
^ UcTurnan, Personal Equation, page 142 
^ Brooke, Lectures at Exeter, page 205
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district school through her teaching years^ aoid put over Hew England as 
she champions the cause of higher education for women; or living in the 
atmosphere of loving self-sacrifice of Pestaloisi and hie dorps of devoted 
teachers; or battling with Arnold to transform the hostile bullies of the 
Sixth Form into loyed^ generous helpers; to read these stories as they 
fully developed into the longer lives is to givSfthat desire roots in rich 
soil and hold one firm till growth is attained*
✓
CHAPmi umis
EXAMPLES OF THE BIQQRAPHICAL METHOD
eHApm III
Szamplas of the Biographical Method
The boohs examined for this chapter were chosen because of their 
use of personalities as the center of interest^ either as the biographical 
method of teaching, or as collections of brief biographies evidently meant 
to bring the reader into ctentact with inspiring lives* The fields repre­
sented are education, religion, church history, missions, and women's worh* 
The books have been considered on the basis of aiccomplishment of purpose, 
if stated, on adaptability to young people, on style of presentation, on 
interest, and on inspirational qualities. The purpose of this thMls has 
been kept in mind throughout, and a comparison made, indirectly and often 
not stated, between the presentation and thS'-.qoalities desired for,the 
lives of teachers, as stated in Chapter II*
STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF MODERN EDUCATION'
by
Charles 01i\fer Hoyt
The purpose of this book is.to give a brief history of education
for normal school classes by the intensive study of a few leaders of educa-
tioned movements and a consideration of their educational doctrines in
their historical setting* The following are the chapter heddings*-
Xntroduction: Definition of education, definition of the his­
tory of education, methods of study to be used, 
etc.
Comenius and Realism in Education
Rousseau and Individualism
Pestaloizi and the Psychological Method
Kerbart and the Science of Education
Froebel and the Kindergarten
Horetce Mann and' School Administration
European Influences on Education in America;
His method with each man follows the same scheme: first, an
introduction which gives something of the social setting of his day and
the peculiar problems that confronted education; second, a bibliography^
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third, a chronological table of hie- life; a brief biography; his educational 
doctrine; and a stMmary*
.Again we find history centered £u:ound personalities, but the primary 
emphasis after all is on the history and the educational doctrine, not on the 
Qian« It unquestionably mahea the history more interesting, shows us that 
."movements” do not stalk across continents and institutions and peoples unless 
personalities arq behind them, and links forever together in the student's 
mind the man and his educational theory* But we do not see the men themsellves 
on the teaching side, do not get the, relation of teacher to pupil, the contact 
of personality on personality* The biographical material is simple, concise, 
hximan, but so very condensed that there is no opportunity for anecdotes er 
personal touches. Ho gives a general but sympathetic interp'retatSon of the 
life within the limits of his time, analysis rather than narrative, but so 
written that it will interest the student. But his aim is the history of 
education, and the biographies are ftiraeans to the end,- an excellent way of 
accomplishing hie purpose, but there is nothing to catch the imagination of 
the student, to make l^im thrill with the desire to be a great teacher himself.
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THE BOOK OP MISSIONARY HEROES 
by
Basil Mathews
With an eye for a vivid picture and a keen sense of the dramatic,
Basil Mathews makes these missiodc^ry heroes live, and dare before our eyes,
«
marshalling them, across the pages with all the effect of flying pennons and
beating drums,- or, better yet, in his own figure of the prologue, the relay
race of the Isthmian games at Corinth, we
"See the race of hero-spirits 
Pass the torch from hand to hand."
It carries one bac^ to his own high-school days, when the lure of adventure 
called, and one lays down the book, almost ready to start at once for distant
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fsS^d or desert camel trail or‘far-off mountain land.
Ife divides the book into four sections: The Pioneers, The Island 
Adventurers, The Pathfinders of Africa, and Heroines and Heroes of Plateau 
and Desert. Paul ie the .’?Horo of the Long Trail”; Raymond Lull as a 
“Knight of a Cmisade" has all the glamour of days of chivalry shown in 
his conquest over his own weakness and his boldness in venturing alone 
among the intolerant Moslems; Francis of Assisi earhs his right to the title 
of “Francis Coeur-de-Lion”, in his presumptions attempt to convert the 
Soldap himself. "The Arrows of Santa Crua”, "The BlAok Prince of Africa", 
"The Woman Who Conquered Caimibals", "Sons of the Desert", and "The Friend 
of the Arab", are just a few others of the alluring titles of the individu­
al stories.
Although the book .is obviously meant for hPTS and girls of high 
school age, we would be doing well if we could put as contagious a spirit 
Into the lives of our great teachers. It occasionally drops into the 
didactic with a slight chill to our enthusiasm, and for older boys and 
girls would need something more of definite fact to steady the romance, but 




THE LIFE-STORm OF TWENTY OF THE WORLD'S (SlEAT RELIGIOUS LEADERS
This book carries the title Basil Mathews should have used for
his "Book of Mis8io2iary'Heroes", and her quotation on the title page shows
that she has the same idea that he has:-
"They grasped the torch of truth and passed 
it on to generations yet unborn".
Her preface contains the same thesis as the others, that biography is his­
tory made concrete, and that it turns the impersonal into the personal.
She is giving practically the history of the Christian Church in terms of
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the liv9s of Ite leaders^ the on3.y attempt that has been foiind to cover 
this partloiaar graund* Because the list la eo significant and interest­
ing from the standpoint of religious education^ I shall give her chapter 
headings entire*
!• The “Golden-mouthedPftitriarch - - Chrysostom
S* The Homan Defender of the Faith - Augugtine
3. The Little Poor Man of Aaaisi - - St. Francia
4* The Good Priest of the Canterbury Tales - John Wyoliffe
5. The Friar of Florence - - Savonarola „
6. The Headstrong Monk of Wittenberg - - Martin Luther
7. The uka. Who Made the Bible Plain - - William Tyndale ■
8. "The Lamp of Scotland" - - John Knox
9« A Leader„of the Church and State - - John Calvin
10. The Man fho Founded a State - -Hoger Williams
11. The Man Who'^flftw the Inner Light - - George Fox
12. The Man Whom Many Women Helped - - Johathan Edwards
13. The Ambassador to the Lowly - - John Wesley
14i The Field Preacher of Two Continents - - George Whitefield
16. The Flaming Preacher of the Revolution^— John Witherspoon
16. A Lover of Boys and of the Needer - - William A. Muhlenberg
17. The General of the Salvation ^rmy — William Booth
18. The People’s Preacher - - Charles H. Spurgeon
19. A Great Preacher, Loader, and Friend-- Phillips Brooks
20. An Out-and-Out Christian - - Bwi^t L. Moody
The book is evidently intended for young people, as in introduct­
ion to church history, in papular form. Each chapter is a brief biography. 
Including the salient facta of a man's life, his relation to his times, and 
his contribution to the church. Her style is simple and clear, she uses 
anecdotes and touches of hus&n interest and endeavors to make some one 
phase of a man's character or work stand out prominently. This is usually 
indicated by her title, although she is not' eilways happy in her choice,- 
for Instance, with Wyoliffe and Martin-Luther, whore her emphasis is on the 
unimportant and irrelevant*' She treats most sympathetically the lives in 
which devotion to the Jesus of the Gospels is the outstanding quality, like 
St, Francis of Assisi and Phillips Brooks. She attempts the almost Impos­
sible in tiT-ing to convey doctrinal points, and a man's real significance, 
within a limited compass. One wonders about her principles of selection 
in the men of more recent times, but that is doubtless Inevitable. We
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can not plclc out of our own century the men who will loom large to future 
generations*
Critical students Of church history could find faults of interpret* 
tatlon and evaluation^ hut the hook is after all not primarily a course in 
church history^ but a series of lives; it is nothing remarkable in any way 
but is to be commended for what it tries to do^ and unquestionably has much 
that would interest young people and stimulate to further study*
LIVES WORTH LIVING
Emily Clough Peabody 
in
The Cohotruotlvo Studies of the University of Chicago Press 
This course is offered as a series of studies of women^ Blblic^d 
and modern^ adapted for groups of young women inohiashes and clubs* It 
was used by the author hersdlf with a class of young women in a city Sunday- 
School*
She states in her preface that the course finds its motive and 
unity^ not in a single book of the Bible nor a single period of history^ but 
it seeks to meet the needs of a special class in the community* It aims to 
bring yoimg women face to face with actual conditions of today^ euid to help 
them in solving the pressing questions they meet in their own experience*
She says further
Our young women are ready to devote themselves to Christian 
service when the meaning of true Christian womanhood in the home^ 
the churchy and the community is revealed to them* For this pur­
pose the study of biography makes the strongest appeetl*.• .We are 
all influenced.'more by "living concrete models than by abstract 
principles of virtue"^ and by what Professor Francis Peabody of 
Harvard has called "the contagion of personality wldch draws a 
little soul toward a great soul as a planet is drawn in its orbit 
round the sun**
Her arrangement of chapters shows her method of development
i
Lesson l.Mary ot Bethany — Tha. True Friend
2* Woman*s Opportunity in Friendship
Chapter II3. Hannah'— k Nohle Mother
4. Woman's Privilege in the Home
Chapter III
5. Deborah — A Chazjipion of lerael
6« WozDBn's Public Influence
Chapter IV
7. Ruth — The Inanigrant
8. Women Immigrasfts in America
Chapter V
9. Lydia — a Christian Business Woman
10, Woman's Place in Industry
Chapter VI.
11. Corinna Shattuck Missionary Heroine of Oorfa
12. Florence Hl^tingale —• Pioneer in a Profession
13, Woman as Interpreter of the Faith
As a course of study, the general plan is excellent and a large 
amount of material is suggested. Its effectiveness would depend on the 
teacher who uses it, for definite assignment, selection of ideas adapted 
to her particular group, and unifying the discussion chapters about one 
focal point*
The Bible characters are revealed through the story quoted from 
the Bible, with a few omissions and slight changes in arrangement, followed 
by aii interpretation which is expository rather than narrative. Questions 
follow, some as a tost of knowledge of preceding material, some to stimulate 
thou^tful application to the girls' own problems, and then comes a list of 
ten or,twelve reference books for further study.
Although the lessons are given through persons, the first five 
can hardly be judged as,biographies in the sense in which we have been con- 
• sidering them, since the subject matter is arbitrarily determined. The 
lives of Corinna Shattuck and Florence Nightingale are interestingly written 
and yet somehow just miss being dramatic enough to fire the
Two or three teachers who have used the book with classes con­
firm the impression by reporting that, as a text, it does not, in itself, 
arouse a great deal of interest among the girls, and that they feel they 
study the lives to "get the moral", and do not really come to think of Mary
or Deborah^ or Florence Nightingale ae real people, imlees the teacher 
does a great deal of special work to adapt the materieil*
LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE HOMES OF GREAT TEACHERS
by
Ell}ert Hubbard
Perhaps this volume may be thought out of place in this connection, 
but probably np one takes Elbert Hubbard seriously any more. The rest of. 
the compemy may look upon him with suspicion, but he himself would be quite 
capable of patronising even Feurrar. Nevertheless he had judgment enough 
to reckon teachers among the great of the world, and to include twelve of 
them in his series of biographies of "Men and Woman who Transformed the
M
Living Thought of the World”. There are plenty of histories of education 
which include lives of the leaders in that line, but the educational 
theories loom much larger than the lives. A few teachers are usually in­
cluded in the.lives pointed out as'worthy of study, but he has given them 
the distinction of a special group. To be sure, hie erratic judgment is 













One does not treat hie statements as facts unless verified by 
more scholarly and balanced sourees, but sometimes the hi^ lights hO throws 
upon a character stimulates to new Consideration. Delete Elbert Hubbard 
from the Little Journey to Rugby, and there is left a vivid and dramatic 
presentation of Arnold and the Sixth Form that makes the whole book worth
t




This book is the outgrowth of the author*s experience in teaching 
the history of missions to hia classes in Crozer Theological Seminary for 
more than a dozen years* His aim was not a complete history of missions, 
but an attempt to study in turn each of the great missionary epochs by 
grouping the main facts about the outstanding missionary personality of 
that particular movement* He begins his preface with this (luotation,
"There is a law of the imagination, forcing it to demand a concrete and 
personal center, around which (as a flint gathers around some organic sub­
stance in the chalk) its- floating historical conceptions shall dispose 
themselves**. This was the basis of his organising idea, believing
that no method is so effective in arousing interest, and in aiding the 
student to see facts in their perspective, as the biographical*
Following a chapter on "The Philosophy of Christian Missions", 
b6 tells the story of seventeen men and their epochs, beginning with Paul 
and the missions of the Apostolic Age, some of the other typical ones being 
Ulfilas, the Conversion of the Barbarlansi Augustine, Christianity in Angle- 
Land; Boniface, Germany Evangelised; Francis of Assisi, the Ifiosions of the 
Gray Friars; Carey, the Missionary Revival in England; Judaon, The Beginning 
of Missions in America; and Livingstone, Li^t-bsarer to the Dark Continent.
Judged from several samplings, the author amply justifies his 
method* He never forgets that history is hia main purpose, but towering 
above each epoch is a personality,- a man of vision, courage and adventur­
ous spirit, as a missionary must of necessity be* His fi^l paragraph on 
Carey expresses the spirit with which all the biographies are presented:-
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We have long enough bowed down to brute force, honored 
groat titles, and shouted acclaim to the soldier with his 
cannons*
Great captains with their guns and drums.
Disturb our judgment for the hour.
But at last silence comes* ^
Let us remove Clive and Havelock and Campbell from their ill- 
deserved pedestals, as the makers and saviors of India, and 
place there her real hero, the "consecrated cobbler" of North- 
hamptonshiro, William Carey*
A course based on such a text-book as this coiad not help but grip 
the interest of the students, and it surely would inspire many with the seal 
to aid personally in the fulfilment of the Great Commission. Not by the 
marshalling of facte or statistics is this effect obtained, but by bringing, 
them under the spell of a life.
LIVES OF THE FATHERS 
Sketches of Church History in Biography 
by
Frederic W* Farrar
The opening paragraph of the author*s preface is self-explanatory:
In the following volume it is not my object to write a full 
and continuous history of the early Church. I aim rather at con- 
n9oting the history of the Church during the first four centuries 
with the lives of her principal Fathers and Teachers* The inter­
est which attaches to the human and personal element of biography - 
which Carlyle calls the most universally pleasant and profitable 
<xf all reading - is^to a certain extent separable from the relig­
ious history, and yet is so closely connected with it that biog­
raphy and history eerve the purpose of mutual illustration.
Ho gives us a two volume work, including the lives of all the early
Fathers, from Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp, Irenaeus, through Augustine and
Chrysostom, el^teen in all. It is a scholarly and dignified work, intended,
as he admits, for serious-minded readers, and evidently for students of
Church history. It assumes some knowledge of general Church history and an
interest in further detail. It is not meafit to appeal to the general reader*
The biographies are quite complete, which is possible because of the limited
sourcesof information of the period involved, and there is much of interest
and instruction, and would undoubtedly^leave in our minds, as he desires, 
iamiliar figures in the "stately picture-gallery of great historic figures"
GREAT MEN AS PROPHETS OF A NEW ERA 
by
Newell Dwight Hillis
"Great institutions are the shadows that great men cast across th^ 
centuries. A great law, a great liberty, a great art or tool or reform 
represents a great soul, organized and made unconsciously immortal for all
time. . , , ..........Those studies were praparod for the students of
Plymouth Institute in the belief that biography is life*s wisest teacher, 
and that the lives of great men are the most inspiring books to be found 
in our libraries."
With this aim Dr, Hillis has presented eight men, famous in widely 
differing lines, whose ability, power, and vision have in some measure 
changed thought and action in the places they have worked, and whose influx* 
enoe haa extended far beyond their own geographic limits. The following 
is his list:
I. Dante, and the Dawrt after the Dark Ages
II. Savonarola, and the Renaissance of Conscience
III. William the Silent, and Brave Little Holland 
IV, Oliver Cromwell, and the Rise of Democracy in England 
V, John Milton, the Scholar in Politics
VI. John Wesley, and the Moral Awakening of the Common People
VII. Garibaldi, the Idol of the Now Italy
VIII. John Ruskin, and the Diffusion of the Beautiful
These biographies maker.us see the personality in a vivid setting 
of his times, with the essential pointe of his life, his work and his sig­
nificance clearly and interestingly presented. They are represented as 
men, and men who did things because of an inner drive and purpose, and as 
such, a class of young people could hardly fail to be interested and drawn 
to further study of those who might make a special appeal according to per­
sonal inclination and background.
®EAT MEN OF THE C^IS-TIAN'CHURCH
by
Wllllston Walker
This book Is written as the adult course in the Construetlre Series 
of Sunday-School lessons^ ^^designed for the reader or student without techni­
cal training ii| church history* For this reason considerable attention has 
been paid to thh general condition of the church or of religious thought in 
the periods in which the leaders here described did their work^ in' order that 
the reader may appreciate their relations to their times. ”• Twenty outstand­
ing leaders have been chosen^ all representative men and illustrating aany 
varieties of service, life and experience under the banner of the Christian 
Church. The aim is obviously instx^ction, and is the plain straightfor­
ward statement of facts such as mi^t be expected from a church historian In 
his desire to view all such -men impartially and evaluate their work* We 
can be absolutely sure of the accuracy of facts, but we catch zio flaming 
flame of enthusiasm nor do we feel the fire that bums in:.men who follow a 
groat cause or an ideal* Such a book would, hardly be adapted for the use 
of young people who need to have their imaginations stirred to see beneath 
the surface in the lives of men and feel the throb of purpose, rather than to 
be given keen, intellectual aneilysis.
gHAPTSR POUR
SUG(HSTIOBS FOR THE DEVELOPMEHT OF A COURSP OF TEACHERS* BIQ<aiAHnSS
CHAPpR IV
SUGGESTION FOR THE DEVELOPUEHT OF
A COURSE OF Teachers* biographies
Investigation of the field has proved the dearth of n&terial in the 
field of biographical literature in the teaching profession* A few out­
standing figures are included in series of great livesy just how much further 
^ material is available is a question which only diligent research will reveal. 
A list of poasibilities is here presented with the sources now at hand. Some 
may not justify Inclusion in the series* A great variety of special inter­
ests within the general teaching field is represented in this' list, from the 
middle ages to contemporaries, men and women, the class-room teacher, the 
pioneers in new educational movements, administrators and executives in the 
educational field*
The emphasis ie not to be placed upon the particular education2d 
theories or in a detailed way upon the value of thoda theories, but upon the 
■Persons, their driving power, their goal, and how the world regards their 
goal, or in some cases, how their influence wrought upon their pupils bring­
ing gr&ater recognition to the pupil, and reflected thus upon the teacher* 
Equally interesting and dynamic would be the testimony of men of accomplish­
ment of the touch of the teacher who started them in the direction of achieve­
ment, if sttoh could be obtained*
The sketches of Mary Lyon and Pestalossi are offered as experi­
mental material, with full consciousness of how far the reach has exceeded 
the grasp. Closer acquaintance with Mary Lyoh continually strengthened the 
analogy between her gallant efforts as a pioneer for higher education.of 
women, and the spirit that has pushed the cause of religious education.
That t’he sense of pioneering is still needed for religious education seems to 
make her life particularly valuable materi^. Both ^^ry Lyon and Pestalosai 
represent teachers to whom the cause wi^s greater than personal comfort, and
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the development and ennotling of the. lives of the younger generation the
noblest field of effort.
The following is the list of possibilities.
Thomas Arnold, called “an artist in school teaching"
Hie biography by a pupil, Arthur Stanley, sets "the great masterf-s 
fame like a jewel in the record of the nineteenth century, and 
school teaching owes no little of its new dignity and attractive­
ness to that delictful book. It. has added a new name to his­
tory, and almost a new sister to the family of the high arts."
Other referencfS!- 
Benson, A* C. and
Tathan, H. F., Men of Might. liondon: E, Arnold, 1892 - For boys 
16 to 18 - good material.
Ewart, Henry C., Leaders upward and onward. N, T: Ifhittaker, 1889
Pitch Joshua-, Thomas and Matthew Arnold and their Influenoe_p_n
English Education. K. Y: Scribners, 1899
Hubbau’d, Elbert, Little_JourneyeJto_the_Homes_of_^:0at_Teaoli0rs,
East Axn*ora, Roycrofters,^ 1908
Hughes, Thomas, Tom Brown's School Days at Rugby
Alice Freeman Palmer
nit is people that count, , You want to put yourself into people, 
they touch other people; these, others still; and so you go on 
working forever", said Mrs, Palmer when they remonstrated with 
her for giving so much time to personal iitorviewa.
Abbott, Lyman, Silhouettes of My ContemporarAes, Oarden City,
H, Y., Boubleday Pago, 1921
Palmer, George H., Life of Alice Freeman Palmer, Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1908
Horace Ifonn
"There is no more striking proof of the extent of Mann*s influ­
ence than the number of persons who have been labelled *the 
Horace Mann of* whatever place may have been the scene of their 
labors." 2
"Horace is by general conseht the greatest educator this 
western hemisphere has produced." 3
? \
^Brooks, Exeter Lectures
3SlosBon, The American Spirit in Education, page 139 
^Winship, Great American Educators
Hinsdale, B. ^race Mann and the Comiaon School Revival in 
the United States^ N. Y,. Scribners. 1911
Hubbell, George Allan, Horace Mann. Educator. Patrioi. and
Reformer,- a Study in Leadership.
. . Phila.: Wm, F, Fell Co., 1910
Winship, A^ E* Great American Educators
Hoyt, C. 0,., Studies in the History of Modern Education.
N* Y,:. Silver, Burdette and Co., 1908
Abelard
Erasmus
At the University of Paris
Froude, Life of Erasmus
Hubbard, Elbert, Little Journeys to the Homes of (rreat 
Yeachers
Mark Hopkins
Almost a classic exaaple of personal influence 
Sanderson of Oundle
P Sanderson.of Oundle. London: Chattp and 
Windus, ^923. More than fifty anonymous 
contributors of personal contacts, small 
editorial committee.
Wells, H, G., The Story of a Great Schoolmaster. N. Y.:
Macmillan Co., 1924
Edifttrd Austin Sheldon
Founder of the Normal School at Oswego, N. Y. This remark 
of his daughter leads one to suspect material, but it may 
not be available.
"As my father went to work of a morning, his warm-hearted 
Irish children trooped after him, seising him by tbs coat­
tails, wherever they could best catch hold, to the. great amuse 
ment of the storekeepers and passers-by."!
Booker T. Washington
Washington, B. T., Up From Slavery *
Hubbard, Elbert, Little Journeys
1 Slosson, The American Spirit in Education, page 268
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Wooley, Uary, Editor, Education. Boston: Hall and Locke Co*, 
1911* (jreat teachers and educational leaders.
The hook just mentioned is helpful in many ways; the following 
articles are included:-.
Benson, A. C., The Personality of the Teacher 
Brown, E. E., The Successful Teacher 
Wilson, Wopdrow, The Personal Factor in Education 
Kemp, E* L., Peatalossi. a Great Educator 
Hu^ee, J. L* Dickens as an Educator 
gliot, Samuel, Thomas Arnold as a Teacher 
Marble, Annie R*, Aicpti as a Pioneer Educator 
Marks, Jeanette, Mary Lvon 
Wendell-, Barrett, Lowell as a Teacher
Hyde, Wm. DeWitt, Pres. Lowell as an Educational Reformer 
Forbes, Edgeur A,^ American Teaching Aroimd the World
The question of including an article on ”Jesus the Master 
Teacher" has been considered. It should only be done, if it can bo handled 
.in a sincere, reverent, but not moralising fashion, as a real study of Jesus 
and his use of what are-recognised today as sound psychological principles* 
This chapter simply repeals a charming vista of possibilities*
It is hoped that some time the whole subject may be taken up seriously by . 




Ae one lamp lights another, nor grows less — 
So nobleness enkindloth nobleness*
• James Russell Lowell*
KART LYOH - BUILDER
faith's business Is to things real
(from Mai7 I*yon*s letters)
On th© morning of Nojrember 8, 1837, a carriage drove up to a 
plain five-story brick building Just out of South Hadley, Massachusetts,
As the gentleman v&e assisting his weary daughter to ali^t, up drove a cart 
loaded with furniture; the stage coach was approaching farther down'the road, 
with boxes and trunks clinging to every conceivable perch, and & feminine 
bonnet protruding throu^ the window seemed to indicate its wearer's eager­
ness to see the building that marked her Journey's end.
At the doorway appeeired a bri^t-eyed active woman, who somehow 
managed all at once to welcome the newcomer with hearty cordiality, give 
orders for the bestowal of the furnitxa^, and then greet the next group of 
girls who piled out of the stage-coach emd began anxiously extricating their' 
baggage from the varied assortment. Fathers appeared from'Somewhere-^axid the 
trunks disappeared into the building.
Inside 'Were tables spread with appetizing food for the hungry, 
the weary O^Jes were sent to their rooms to rest, and the others, after a 
swift unpacking, came down to lend willing hands to the hemming of linen, 
giving out bedding, paring apples, washing dishes, or other homely tasks that 
were in progress on all aides. Activity and confusion seemed to reign and 
yet in the midst of the hammer strokes and the carpet laying, the unpacking 
and the welcoming of fresh arrivals, ”the very pulse of the machine" was the 
cheerful lady in the turban, whose quick word brought order out of a confusCld 
tangle, whose sympathetic smile wanned the heart of a home-sick girl, who made 
the spirit of co-operation contagious and turned work into play.
This merry bdstle and hubbub is but the surface froth covering 
a deeply significant event,- this is the opening day of the "Mount Holyoke 
Female Seminary", the very title so quaint to our modern ears sounding in real­
ity a trumpet peal of triumph. The woman who is the mainspring of the dayd 
Ustivities is Mary Lyon, who is also the daring genius whose far-sifted
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vision, perseverance, and tirelass energy were responsible for the founding 
of this new institution, the first college for woman, in fact if not in name, 
later admitted to be ^the germ of all women*s colleges”*
To this century higher education for women is one of the common­
places of the day. We look about on women^s colleges, great co-educational 
universities, women in graduate work, earning doctor's degrees, holding their 
places in every occupation or profession they choose to enter. Can we erase 
all this from o\ar minds and put ourselves back a mere hundred and twenty-five 
years to the end of the eighteenth century, when Gloucester could pass such a 
resolution as this: "That two hours out of the eight hours of daily iiMtruct- 
ion be devoted to females, as they are a tender and interesting branch of the 
Sommimlty, but have indeed been much neglected in the Public Schools of this 
Town."?
That neglect of the tender and interesting branch had been remedied 
to some extent,- public schools were opening their doors to girls, and they 
had been admitted to some private academies* Mary Lyon hex*86lf was tl^s pro­
duct of Aahfield Academy and Dr. Emerson's Acadeny at Byfield, near Boston* 
Although her active mind, which could devour the English Grammar in four days, 
and the Latin Grammar over the waek-end, caused one of her teachers to remark, 
"I should like to see what she would mke if she were sent to college," no 
college in the country admitted girls. Harvard College had been in exist­
ence for t.wo hundred years. People believed in learning for boys, but they 
queried, "When girls become scholars, who is to make puddings and pies?"
But some men and womai} had dreamed dreams* The Reverend Joseph 
Emerson at Byfield, had dared to venture the "enrapturing hope" that before 
long superior schools for women would he eonsidered as important as "are now 
the colleges for the education of our sons"* Urs. Emwa Willard had estab­
lished an Academy for girls in Troy, Miss Catherine Beecher one at Hartford. 
But these institutions were practically privately owned, they depended for
existence upon the income from, students and the fluctuating contributions 
from a few interested sponsors, but most of- all upon the sacrificial service 
of their principals, who bore the burden of responsibility for housing, 
instruction, and moulding the characters of a rapidly changing procession of 
students*
What this opening day si^iified was a school for women that should 
not be- the plaything of circumstance, but a permanent. endowed institution, 
with the collegiate ideal, - ”Wa intend it to be like our colleges, so valu­
able that the rich will be glad to attend it, and so economical that people 
in moderate circumstances may* be equally accommodated, to provide a permanent 
institution, consecrated to the work-of training young women to the greatest 
usefulness, and designed to be furnished,with every advantage which the state 
of education in this country will allow",
Manr Lyon had caught up and turned' into reality the vague dream- 
ings of her time. She saw into the future and recognised the need to shape 
the education of women to meet the new era. She builded on what had gone 
before but set the design and plan in a new form, so lofty in principle and 
aim that the advanced thought of today needs make no changes, only to apply 
them specifically to the new knowledge and conditions of the present.
It was a time of first things, the first telegraph, first 
telephone, first railroad, first steaoiboat. The material development was 
accompanied by intellectual and social development. It was a century of now 
ideas, and a century of freedom, of strivings of the people for a larger 
life, in religion, in government, in all their relations of life. Here we 
find Mary Lyoi^ "a compelling figure standing at the beginning of today".
Can the women of the twentieth century, froia college hallways, membership in 
the American Philosophical Society, from judge's bench or governor's chair, 
catch the sense of adventure in pioneering for higher education hardly more 
than a century ago? While others wore groping in the misty fog of things
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as they were, she looked ahead with- clarifying vision to things as they 
ought to be, and with dauntless courage, quenchless enthusiasm, and hi^ 
sense of God*8 sustaining power, set forth on a new venture,^and moved "an 
epic figure, through what Professor Tyler termed the heroic age of the 
higher education of women".
She came of pioneer inheritance, men and women who had mor'e than 
once pushed to the frontier line of their day, each time leaving their mark 
upon their time in sterling character, vigorous support of justice and free­
dom. She was bom in the town of Buckland, Uassachusetts, February 28,
J.797. She lived upon the heights even in her early days. In her own 
memories of her childhood she speaks feelingly of the "top of the hill", just 
beyond the boundaries of their farm, "crowned by its hi^ rolling rock ever 
inviting the enterprise of taoh aspiring heart". There she climbed and 
from the valley and mountain scene, broad in extent to her young eyes, 
caught a sense of far-off things, and the lure of the heights beyond.
In her daily life she shared the common lot of the time, hard work, 
little money, close economy, the district school, little play, but contact 
with people whoee only luxury was ideals, and whosa only wealth was love and 
helpfulness. The only way she differed from other girls was that she had an 
insatiable thirst for study, and seized every opportunity that presented. 
Hearing the younger pupils recite sometimes paid her tuition for instruction. 
She knew when she was twelve years old that she wanted to be a teacher, and 
began her teaching career at seventy-five cents a week, in summer terms, 
"boarding round" through the Connecticut valley. Winters she managed in 
various ways to earn her way through the Academy.
At Byfield, Mr. Emerson, recognizing the power of her mind, 
revealed her to herself, and spunred her to laore enthusieistic devotion to 
intellectual growth. She was in love with learning but acquisition was not 
her only aim. She had too keen a taste for life, was too eager always to
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share her good things^ so teaching oas her natural outlet. On leaving 
By-field^ she was offered the position of assistant in Sanderson Academy 
where she herself had studied earlier. No woman had ever been connected 
with its teaching:'force, and the principal had yielded with reluctance to the 
insistence of a txnistee, her admirer and friend. She was tried^-five years 
later the trustees l^roke precedents again and elected her principal.
For. ten years she gave her energies to teaching, the^iatter part of 
the time working with a beloved friend and older teacher,. Miss Grant, estab­
lishing an academy for women, trying out together their own and other’s 
schemes. Uary Lyon was becoming known beyond her own county and her own 
state; committee men preferred to engage her students for their teachers.
Kiss Gramt, because of her added years and experience, was the first
to feel keenly the need of permanence on which to build a really successful
school. To Mary Lyon’s youth and exuberant spirit that aspect did not at
first make such a strong appeal. "Never mind the hrick and mortar", she
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cried, "only let us have living minds to Work upon". But Miss Grant con­
tinued to talk to her of buildings and laboratories and libraries, until she 
grew into the realisation that some day they could no longer reach those liv­
ing minds, and that to fulfill the greatest good they must build for the Xtit- 
ure. Once convinced of the idea, she threw herself unreservedly into the 
efforts for the projected new seminary. One and another plan was put before 
the public, only to reveal the depths of public indifference, but in the pro­
cess the public felt the impact of some new ideas, which could never again be 
quite foreign to their minds.
Present failure was not permanent failure^ althou^ she knew the 
public would have to be given time to grow up to the thought.
Upon her own imagination the idea laid stronger and stronger 
hold. She knew girls, she knew their needs, she knew the pitifully meagre 
opportunities, she knew from her own experience the hard work and difficulties
I
to be met In getting an education^ she knew schools^ and she knew over­
worked and underpaid teachers. Moreover^ there wae the need of the nation, 
over a million white children without any educetihn, and thirty thousand now 
teachers needed at once, according to Uise Beacher*e computation. In 
addition, thirty thousand would be needed to take the place of the incompe­
tents now teaching, and, ten thousand annually to meet the need of a growing 
people.
On the other hand, there were the women of her generation, mostly 
untaught, but drifting without goal or guidance in the shifting times of this 
new age. Could the potential teachers and the necessary training be brought 
together? And could it be without prohibitive cost? In her earlier days 
.she had vaguely conceived the notion of ”a seminary which should be so moder­
ate in its expenses as to be open to the daughters of farmers, and artisans, 
and to teachers who might be mainly ddpendent for their support on their own 
exertions”.
Now, girls without wealth, bom as she had been, "to comioon ways, 
cried to her out, of their starved lives", and her heart yearned over them and 
their needs. "l£y thou^ts, feelings,and judgments are turned toward the 
middle classes of society", she wrote Miss Grant, "for they contain the main­
springs and mainwheels which are to move the world". , . . . . ."I wish the 
public interest could be excited to extend femeile education to the common 
walks of life that exists with r,eg&rd to the education of young men".
How could one woman rouse people to recognize the need and the 
worth of women's work so as to secure to them the opportunity for training? 
The problem became of such absorbing interest that she determined to devote 
herself entirely to an attempt to solve it. Severing connection with Hiss 
Grant was a pull upon her affections, but, as edways, personal inclination 
weighed as nothing when there was concerned a question of doing the greatest 
good. She wrote to her mother at this time: "I am about to embark in a
(rail boat on boistaroiui ssas* .... I know not what is before me^ nor 
where shall ba my next field'of labor. I know not where I shall find my~ 
self engaged in the great work of teaching, for which Providence has fitted 
me more than anything else* But I am not anxious. X have decided to close 
my labors here becaaue I felt I could do more good in another field. I am 
at present disengaged from any school, but I hope the way will open to engage 
In that specific field in which my heart is so deeply interested".
If "the power of a personality, like the strength of an electric 
current, may be measured by the resistance it can overcome", then great is 
the measure of her vast energy, her indomitable spirit, her keen intellect, 
for it was a gigantic undertaking to which she had pledged herself. Almost 
single-handed she went forward into the en.terpri8e, fortO.her belonged its 
initiation, the plans for the campaign; she carried the banner continually 
forward^when others fell behind, the policies were hera^ and in the end her 
faith and singleness df purpose achieved the triumph.
September 6, 1834 marks the actual beginning of the momentous pro­
ject. A few gentlemen met in Miss Lyon*8 private parlor at Ipswich, to 
inspect, as one of them wrote later, "a few small seeds'which Miss Lyon was 
wishing to put into the ground somewhere and sometime”. It was a noble 
enterprise, but could it ever be accomplished,was the secret question of 
every one except Miss Lyon herself. She had begun overcoming obstacles in 
early life, not only in external circumstances,- but she had mastered herself 
and her own weaknesses, and now she had given herself up to the one control­
ling and absorbing purpose, to place Christian education within reach of 
young women, and she felt that it could not, it must not fail.
To accomplish this she must enlist many hearts and hands, and 
secure the assurance of the permanence of her plan. She saw far into the 
future and expected others to catch the gleam, and adventure with her. She 
wrote: "The object of the institution penetrates too far into futurity, and
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takes in too broad a view to- discover its claims to the passing multitude*
We appeal in its hehalf to vise men who can judge ^lat we say* We app.eal 
to those who can venture as pioneers in the great work of renovating the. 
world* Others may stand waiting‘for the great multitude to go forward"*
.She was not merely founding a school^ she Was advancing a cause., 
and felt she could be happy if she were but. permitted "to labor in the portico 
and spend her days clearing the groun4-fox’ that which is destined to continue" 
* * * • "to collect the material that the temple should be built by her suc­
cessors*"
The cause itself was contrary to all the traditions Of "female" 
education. It was not only a new product for which, like a modem manufac­
turer, she must create a demand, but she mu^ conquer old prejudices* To
>
give women the same education as men was a "quixotic idea". Professor 
Tyler of Amherst thus summariaes the criticisms:- "It was unnatural, it was 
unphilosophical, unscriptural, unpractical, and impracticable, unfeminine, 
and anti-Christian; in short all the epithets in the dictionary that begin
with and and anti were hurled against and heaped upon it......... It
would be the entering wedge to woman* s. preaching, practicing, lecturing, 
voting, ruling, buying, and selling, doing everything that men do and perhaps 
doing it better than men do* ..*•*. At the same time it was insisted that 
such occupations as mathematics and philosophy w^re not suited to the taetes 
or capacities of women; they did not want them and would not undertake them; 
and If they did, they would ruin their health, impair their gentleness, delic­
acy, modesty, and refinement".
She not only had to sell a new product, she had to create it.
She had to formulate plans for buildings, instruction, and courses of study* 
There was no acknowledged, standard in women*s training. She desired to 
prepare girls to "be educators of children and- youth, rather than to fit thson 
to be mere ■bmachers as the term has been technically applied", for "when she
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has done with the busii^ss of teaching in a regular school she will still 
need the same well-balanced education at the head of her own family and 
household". A constructive builder of womanhood.Mary Lyon.
She had hopes dSiso of raising the standards of common schools throu^ 
the influence of her seminary, of inducing students to remain longer in 
school, and to attend more thoroughly to subjects taught. Moreover to her, 
whose whole life was consecrated to service of the will of God, no plan 
could be complete without provision for the spiritual welfare of students.
"It is my heart*s desire that holiness to the Lord may be inscribed on ^11 
connected with it". She c'Ould only point to the then existing seminaries, 
particularly to Ipswich and Derry, which had manifested her ideals, and 
announce- that the new seminary stood ready to open to "adult young ladies", 
to begin at the point where the others stood, and to continue with the same 
high standard of mental discipline.
In her own activities. Miss Lyon often shocked the sensitive, for 
the etiquette of the thirties demanded that women should be seen and not 
heard, even questioning the propriety of their speaking in prayer meeting.
Her own reference to a committee meeting flashes a side-light on the subject, 
"The gentlemen thought there would be no impropriety in their admitting three 
ladies to hear what was being said", - the three beir^ Miss Lyon, a. fellow 
teacher, and the wife of one committee member, Kven her friends sonotisiss 
remonstrated liith her for these departures from what they called good taste. 
She had'no tolerance for people who did the unusual for the sake of attract­
ing attention, but secure in the intogrity of her own actions, her naturally 
independent spirit made her sweep aside what seemed to her trifling object­
ions compared to the greatness of her purpose. "My heart is sick, my soul 
is pained with this empty gentility, this genteel nothing-noss, I am doing 
a great work, I cannot come down,"
She was called a fanatic, strong-minded, visionary, ambitious.
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she was pitied and ridicu^ad^ but she only said, know of nothing which I 
should not be ready to do^ nor any eacrifice which I ^ould not be ready to 
make to promote the object.**
She saw two methods of raising the necessary money for the endowment, 
to interest a few wealthy men, or to interest the whole New England coi^mun-
ity« She chose the second, although the more difficult, as productive of
<
the greater good. Her teisk was then how to bring a sufficient number of in­
different people, with more or less money, to recognise the need and practi­
cality of her enterprise, and to build in the end from ”the free will offer­
ings of an enlightened public^.
The first thousand dollars must be obtained at once to meet the
needs of conducting the campaign itself. This Hiss Lyon iindertook to
secure from women,- why should not women themselves give the first impetus
to the movement in their behalf;would it not be a witness to the mighty
strength of their desire? In two months time, in email sums from hard-
earned savings,~ for few women in those days owned property or had access to
wealth - she had the full amount. The -movement was irrevocably launched.
The next three years were devoted to this toilsome quest.
The record of donations is charged with significant stories, could one but
follow up the clues. Twenty-seven thousand dollars from eighteen hundred
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people in ninety-one towns - the largest single sums, two of one thousand 
each,- the smallest, three cents. Much is set down in fifty cents, dollars, 
twos, threes and fives. By insistent, persistent effort she and her faith­
ful helpers had raised sixty thousand dollars.
Something of her own days is suggested there also. She took 
the field herself and her green velvet money bag came to be a familiar 
figure about the country side. "I wander without a home”, she wrote her 
mother, "scarcely knowingcne week where I shall be the next". She never 
hesitated at an early moniing start in aero weather, or at swift dashes from
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place to place'. The atage^.coach gave her an opportunity to talk her favor- 
ite subject, as well as to the ’’large and respectable audiences” in country 
'school-houses, for she came to be so well-known that she was likely to be 
recognised, and introductions %nd questions would follow. Many a man can 
say, "I saw Miss.Lyon once. I met her on the stage coach,- an original 
character quite". One young lady certainly enjoyed her first year in school 
Inv coneequence of such a casual interview of her father with’Miss Lyon.
Squire White’s granddaughter at Aabfield draws upon her memo.ry for a 
pleasant picture of a typical "busy breathing spot’’,r* "One can almost see the 
fine portly Squire, his strong but kindly face moulded into thou^tful line?, 
and opposite him the eager absorbed woman inher simple well-cut gown, a bit" 
of lace at the throat, firelight and candlelight shining on her clear skin 
-and picking out the red-gold lights in her curly auburn hair whose generous 
coils glint through the meshes of the white turban she always wore indoors".
By her sincerity, and fey the authority of her-life, for they knew 
she knew what she was talking about, the people of New England came to feel 
with her that the cause must be won, for they were of the stock that recog­
nised the reality of ideals. One by one "scholars, farmers, business men, 
delicate and lovely women lit their torches from her devotion,"
After work was acttilUly begun on the site, and the cellar nearly 
dug, quicksand was discovered, and the building had to be put farther back. 
Later the partially constructed walls collapsed, but when news of it was 
taken to Miss Lyon, she only exclaimed in relief over the workmen’s escape.
On a golden October day in 1836 the cornerstone was laid.
She who had once professed no care for brick and mortar if she had living 
minds to work upon, now wrote with the thrill of triumph for the picture of 
the future presented to her imagination, "The stones and brick and mortar 
speak a language which vibrates through my vary soul^... • . . Surely the 
Lord hath remembered our low estate."
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Wilih a new draft of inspiration from the day, she carried through 
the following year of increased activity. Many practical difficulties had 
to he met, more than».once ehipwreck threatened, hut her intrepid spirit 
always rallied to meet and conquer the situation. She set herself the 
responsihility of providing the furnishings for the building, and here again 
she turned to the women. The united generosity of the ladies of a single 
town was called upon for the equipment of each room* Through these groups 
and occasional single gifts, most of the necessary furniture was provided, 
hut by fall much was still lacking. The summer weeks were filled with 
final arrangements, teachers, apparatus, applications of studenis, and the 
last details- of interior work that almys drags intenainahly, November 8th 
was approaching. People-watched with varying emotions, many undoubtedly 
sharing the opinion of the woman ”who once told Miss Lyon that, while she 
thou^t the plan excellent, she feared Mount Holyoke would prove like a 
wonderful tochine Dr, Beecher used to tell of, ‘admirahly .constructed, admir­
ably adjusted, but it had one fault - it wouldn*t go] * ”
That it did "go"-, and how it went, is now a matter of history, 
but that opening day marked another milestone in its progress. Less than 
half of the money necessary to full completion of the -project had been 
raised) the dducational features had still to be tried. Only twelve more 
years were given to her to carry on her work, but she threw into its up­
building the same energies she had spent in its financing. The problems of 
organisation, of entrance requirements, of courses of study, of domsstic 
routine, were met with that same sense of building for the future. Methods 
ware ever being tested, changis^^, modified to set up a standard of scholar­
ship that was to become famous for its thoroughness, sincerity and disinter^ 
estedness.
The earliest students became adventurers with their princi­
pal, whose contagious personality drew them into a generous partnership in
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high endoavor. Ihoy were ihe makers of the ins-^ltution, and out of the 
dllficultles and problems learned the silent lessons of perseverance^ adapt-* 
ability, and co-oj>eration«
To know Uary Lyon was an education in itself. She challenged all 
that was best in a person, and by the power of her own illuminated life 
enriched all who came under her influence. To know her wat to know the mean** 
ing ot a noble and consecrated life, the power that comes from surrendering 
body, mind and spirit to the energising presence of the spirit of God. She 
expresses her own feeling at one time thus, ”The enterprise thus far has been 
under the care of a kind Providence. It has not been carried forward by 
might, nor by power, but in every step of its progress the good hand of God 
has been upon it**. Another has svimmed it up in the phrase, **A God-inhabited 
woman, consciously and really a worker together with God”.
Her infJiuence cannot be measured, nor the corners of the earth to^ 
which it has penetrated . be known. More than three thousand girls came 
under her training and went out radiating her principles and ideals in ever- 
widening circles. ”Hever teach immortal minds for money", had been her com­
mand, and the ideal of teaching as a service, not a trade, guided many who 
have taught the world over with the courage and self-sacrifice of pioneers, 
the self-sacrifice which she loved and inspired in others. "Go where no one 
else is willing to go, and do what no one else is willing to do".
At least a third of her own students were teachers, among them 
the principal at Oberlin for seventeen years, the first woman principal of 
Vassar, Wellesley*8 first president, and many of its faculty. Over forty 
sent as missionaries to foreign lands. Others went to nearly every state 
in the Union to found homes that bore the impress of her teachings, from one 
of which came a president of the United States.
Holyoke became the mother of colleges, Durant got his first 
impulse from Mary Lyon and avowed his intention to duplicate in Wellesley the
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spi.rH« 8wid fiilni of hsr school* Other institutions of higlwi* Isftming^ in ovr 
own and far-away lands, have been modellsd after her plans and shaped by her 
ideals. President Hopkins of Williams College, in his Founder's Day address 
of 1902, characterized hers as "the most fruitful life lived by any woman in 
the nineteenth century**.
On the gleaming marble of the monument that marks her resting place 
In the Ut. Holyoke grounds, those words fittingly crown her lifo:-
"Give her of the fruit of her hands, and lot her 
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interpretation more vivid,
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A good brief sketch by a Mount Holyoke l^rofesaor.
Suggested topics for further reading
Hary Lyon as a teacher • ; . Ollchrlstj Chapter IV; early' letters in
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Mary Lyon in her personal relations^
G-ilchriet, especially Chapter IX, as • 
her students knew her#
Letters in Hitchcock to her family and 
intimate friends.
Mary Lyon as ”a Christian, hximhle in spirit and filming with seal"
Hopkins
Letters in Hitchoock 
Scattered through Gilchrist'
JOHN HENRT PESTALOZZI
»At Neuhof, the deliverer of the poor.
At Stans, father of the orphans.
At Burgdorf and Mfinchenbuchsee, the founder of 
schools for the people.
At Yverdun, the educator of mankind.”
"EVE^YTHINO FOR OTHERS, NOTHING FOR HIMSELF.
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In a public square, in Zfirich stands a statue of a homely, 
ungainly old man, leading by the hand a poorly clad, bare-footed urchin, 
who looks confidingly and adorin^y up into his face. Ihis is Zurich's - 
tribute to a native son, and the embodiment of the dream and the accompli^- 
ment of John ^nry Pestalozzi, An the t enderness, love and understanding 
for child nature is expressed in the great teacher's attitude, the gentle 
guidance of his hand, the compassionate look upon his face, seeing beyond 
the externals into the very heart and mind of the child. The boy feels the 
upward pull of the sympathetic comprehension of "Father Pestaloazi", will 
follow where he leads, and love the following and the leader.
This man, who is honored the world over as the prophet of modern 
elementai7 education, saw failure after failure of his experiments, and at 
eighty found hinself outliving the collapse of the school that had been for 
a time the most famous in the world. His dreams ever outran his realiza­
tions, his impulsive heart was ever far ahead of his impractical head. At 
school the laughing stock of his companions, he was dubbed Harry Oddity of 
Foolborough, but he gained their good-will by his imselfishness. Ag a 
grown man his eccentricities of dress and action led him once to arrest as a 
beggar and suspicious character, only to leave the police standing in amaze­
ment to see the prisoner warmly greeted by the judge and invited, home to 
dinner. This awkvrard, uncouth man was received by kings, and wore the cross 
of St. Vladimir, the gift of the Russian Emperor. Ife who had not read a 
book for forty years had educators from Ebgland, Denmark, France and Spain 
coming to study his educational methods. From his school, teachers went 
out to cities in every country of Europe, from St. ’Petersburg to Madrid, 
and at least one to America, Though his undertakings failed, his ideas 
will never perish.
All his life long he carried in his heart a beloved dream,- 
to dedicate all his powers to the deliverance of the wretched poor from their
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misery. Over and over he^ saw his dreams broken, and yet at eighty, 
aiter his school at Yverdun was closed, he went hack to establish another 
poor-school where hia first had failed fifty years before, and spent his 
frail strength in the December snow in an effort to show the peasants by 
example how they might make their huts more comfortable by making a floor­
ing of gravel and straw.
Himself brought up by his widowed mother with the most rigid economy, 
bub with love and devotion, he felt the deepest sympathy for the poor 
degraded peasants whom he first saw as he accompanied his pastor grandfather 
on his round of visits. "Dear people, I will help you up", was the utter­
ance that came from his boyish lips, and the destitute and weak were always 
the objects of his greatest concern.
With this ideal of helping the poor before him, he made three false 
starts as to the means. He studied first to be a pastor like his grand­
father, but broke down in the piilpit in the middle of his trial sermon. He
gave up the ministry to study law, that he might champion the peasants in the 
courts. By attaching himself to a group of young liberals at the University, 
‘he became labelled, at twenty, as a "dangerous revolutionary", and ruined 
his chances for legal appointment. ^He threw his manuscripts and law books 
into the fire and tuamed to farming, thinking to demonstrate improved methods 
of agriculture.
He called his farm Neuhof-New Farm. He built a house, took his 
bride there, and worked earnestly at his experiments. But ho could make no 
money, and at the end of five years his financial backers withdrew their sup­
port and he had to write, "The dream of my life, the hope of making my house 
the center of a wide sphere of benevolent activity, is gone".
For a man with a family, who had just failed in me undertaking, 
and the little money he ha<i.started with as good as lost, he next took what 
seems a most unaccountable step. Whether to term it an act of monstrous
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lolly or of Bublime self-sacrifice is a question* He determined to convert 
his farm into a refuge for poor childreni Ag a matter of fact it was a 
natural outgrowth of circumstances,, and proved to be the way to his true voca­
tion, Hia fcot was the resultant of two forces, his youthful dream, and his 
observations and attempts to train his four-year-old son* From the latter he 
had developed new ideas and principles of education which he believed would 
be particularly fitted for the regeneration of poor children. He was con­
vinced that it would be possible not only to teach children to earn their 
bread, but to train them intellectually and morally at the same time.
He gathered up twenty needy children, some mere vagrants from the 
roadside, took them to Neuhof, where he fed them, clothed them, and treated 
them in owry way as if they were his own. They arrived covered with rage 
and vermin; he made them clean and tidy, and shared his meals with them, 
"giving them the best potatoes and keeping the worst for himself, living like 
a begger himself to teach beggars to live like men". They worked in the 
gardens of the fields, or in the bad weather spun cotton inside, Pestaloasi 
teaching them often as they worked with their hands. In a few months the 
poor little creatures were completely transformed, they had become strong and 
robust and cheerful, and had gained In intelligence. His success encour­
aged him to increase l^he number to eighty, but even with the financial help 
of interested outsiders, at the end of another five years his credit and 
resources were exhausted, his health almost wrecked. He was forced to 
relinquish his experiment, involved in debt but rich In oducationalsxperi- 
enoe, and thoroughly rooted in his fidsd that the key to help for the poor 
lay in education, not only for them to learn something, but for them to be 
something,- they must be “^u^t to help themselves.
.In no position to conduct any more practical experiments, Pesta- 
loszi acted on the advice of an editor friend and began to put his ideas 
. into writing. For the next eighteen years, from 1780 to 1798, he was
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e/ngaged in a melancholy struggle with poverty, living in his house at Ne)ihof, 
but often without money, bread, or fuel* Too poor to buy paper, he wrote 
^Leonard and Gertrude" between the lines of an old account book. This book 
won popularity, but the other writings of the period were less successful and 
though he became well-known he was as poor as ever*
In 1^798 came another opportunity to teach. In the social upheaval 
following the French Etevolution war bad ravaged the town of Stanz on Lake 
Lucerne, laaving^many orphaned children* Pes'laloazi was asked to establish 
a school for them and rejoiced at the opportunity to help them* In part of 
an unfinished Ursuline convent, in the dead of a keenly cold winter, with 
one housekeeper, he made his home with eighty children, a heterogeneous 
crowd appalling.to any one but Pestalozzi, ^ was everything to them, 
master, servant, father, mother, overseer, nurse, and teacher. After five 
months with them, the government school inspectors were amazed at the change* 
Ho had won the hearts of the children and had produced in them a physical, 
moral and intellectual tirans format ion. Such indefatigable service in a
man almost fifty nearly broke him physically, and only the return of the 
French with a demand to use the building for a hospital saved him' from a 
complete physical collapse. But he'writes to a friend, "Once more I wake 
from a dream; once more I see my work destroyed, and my failing strength 
wasted. Mjr eagerness to realize at last the great dream of my life would 
have led me to work on the very highest peak of the Alps, and, so to speak, 
without fire or water,- but at the very moment when i seemed to be at the 
point of realizing my dreams, I had to leave Stanz".
However, this five months experiment proved one of the most memor­
able events in the history of education. Pestalozzi was now^ completely 
satisfied that he saW his way to giving children a right education and 
thus raise the beggar out of his low estate. After a short time of recuper­
ation, he returned with fresh zeal for work, determined to be a schoolmaste;*.
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but whore, and how? He offered hie services without pay to the little 
town of Burgdorf in Beriie and was at first refused. ^He seems to work 
well enough for a few months, but it does not last", people said, "we might 
have known that it would be so) he knows nothing thoroughly and is entirely 
unpractical. Because he wrote a novel at thirty it does not follow that 
he can teach at fifty."
But influential friends gained for him a *tcial,'then the mastership 
of a school for younger children, where, at the end of ei^t months the annuftl 
examinations brought the first signs of public approval to the method that 
was so soon to acquire so great a reputation. Finally, with soijie assist­
ance from the government, Pestalozzi and a few strong teachers established 
the Burgdorf Institute, including a training class for teachers, wh'ich had 
nearly three years of complete success.
At first the public responded feebly, but Pestalosai would not be 
beaten, and in spite of poverty, he at once- received poor tfofugoe children 
free of charge. Before long paying pupils came and numbered eventually 
about ei^ty, from^lve to eighteen years old,- mostly Swiss.
One day a -peasant, the father of a pupil, came to visit the school, 
and in surprise at what he saw, exclaimed, "Why, this is not a school, but a 
famllyi" "That is the greatest praise you can give me", answered Pestalozai, 
"I have succeeded in showing the world that there must be no gulf between the 
home and the school, and that the latter is' only useful to education in so 
far as it develops the sentiments and virtues which lend the charm and value 
to family lifer."
Singing w^s one of the children's chief pleasui*ee, out-of-doors, 
on their walks, in the evening, walking up and down the big corridors of the 
castle, two and two, swinging hands. Sometimes the gymnasium teacher, an 
old soldier from service the world around, joined them. He was a rough 
bearded, surly giant enou^, but as a matter of fact kindness itself. When
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he marchedrifrith military-air at the head of some eixty or eighty children, 
loudly singing a Swiss «ong aar he went, nobody could help following him.
Early in the morning every day, the children shook off their drows­
iness to be ready for Father Pestaloazi.'fi morning greeting and talk. By six 
o*clock the house would be astir, even in the dark of winter mornings.
They waited with all the gravity of young men. With a light in hand, Pesta- 
lozzi would enter, .his homely faoe radiant with friendliness and kindness.
He would stand in their midst, holding a- sort of paternal moral review, shak­
ing hands with this child and that, inquiring with familiar interest after 
their health or their work, bestowing here a word of praise, there encourage­
ment, upon another a kindly but energetic rajiroof, occasionally interspersing 
a joke. Then he, talked informally to them, always on topics appealing to 
children and ih language that was lucid and clear, and finished with morning 
prayers, and they were ready for the day*8 work.
But with success and reputation made, Festalozsi was still faith­
ful to the dream. He longed to leave the Institute and found another poor- 
echool at Neuhof. Satisfied with having made his method known, ^d with 
having found men who could apply it, so that his presence would soon be no 
longer needed at Burgdorf, he was looking forward to ending his days amid 
poor and destl^te children to whom he might be as a father. Changes of 
government, .however, .doetroyed all hopes of government support and even turned 
his Institute out-of-doors.
In 1805 he established his school at Yverdun. where shortly hie 
principal teachers and former pupils followed him. There began the most 
glorious as well as the most troublous period of his existence, for it wit­
nessed the triumph of his Ideas in Europe, but also his eventual defeat 
before his own impracticality.
The ayes of the civilized world were turned upon him, kings
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and philosophers united in showing him regard^ teachers and scholars came 
to study his methods, statesmen to find in his system a new source of life 
and vigor for their countries.
Such visitors would come to a castle splendidly situated between 
a wide meadow and Lake Neu'chatel, from whose shores rose Jura with its 
vine-covered slopes. In the gloomy interior they would find a slovenly 
old man, with his hair all tumbled, his forehead furrowed with wrinkles, 
his eyes now gentle, now flashing with eagerness* Ife was a prey to 
feverish agitation and could never sit still. He walked about .the long 
corridors of the castle with one hand behind his back or under his coat, 
the other tugging at a loose end of his untidy looking cravat. But 
all his ugliness and eccentricities were forgotten at the radiance of 
geniality beaming Ih his face as he would begin to expound his doctrine.
This seemed to be even medicine for sickness, for the story 
is told that once, when confined to his bed with a sharp attack of rheum­
atism, the French ambassador came on a visit. In spite of doctor and 
friends, Pestaloazi insisted on getting up, although dressing was a pain­
ful, difficult process, and supported by friendly arms, dragged himself 
out of the room. As he talked, however, he seemed to gain strength and 
vigor, and when he ceased his rheumatism had disappeared.
When the Allied anaies passed through Switzerland in 1814, 
they gave orders to use Yverdun as military quarter's, the castle to be 
turned into a hospital. Pestalozzi headed a deputation to the sover­
eigns, who were at Basle, to plead for a revocation of these orders.
To the citizens of the municipality, the important thing was the success 
of the mission; to Pestalozzi it had been an opportunity to preach edu­
cational reform and liberation of the serfe to Emperor Alexander of 
Russia. He became so enthusiastic that he completely forgot his posi­
tion, and crowded so close to the Emperor that the latter was obliged to
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retreat* It was not until he had* forced him nearly to the wall^ and was 
in the act of taking him by the button of his coat, that Pestalo82i sud­
denly became aware of his indiscretion* With great presence of mind he 
seized the Emperor's hand as if to kiss it, but the Emperor anticipated 
' him, embraced him warmly and kissed him. as a son would his father*
That same y^ar the King of Prussia paid a visit to hie principality 
of Heufchatel and sent word that he would like to wde Pestalozzi. was
ill when the m08sa.gje came, but he started, accompanied by a favorite teacher. 
He fainted several times on the way euid had to be taken into a house till 
he' recovered, but answered impatiently when implored to return, "Don't 
speak of it; I must see the King, and should I die in consequence, if 
through my presence one single child in Prussia receives a better education,
I shall be richly rewarded"•
When Prince Esterhasy arrived at the Red House in the village, 
Pestalozzi ran all over the castle, crying to one of the teachers,
"Ramsauer, Rarasaueri where are you? Take your best pupils and come quickly 
to the hotel* The prince is a very important personage* He owns thous­
ands* of serfs in Hungary ahd Austria and it is quite certain that he will 
establish schools and liberate his peasantry, as soon as. he hears about our 
systemi" At the end of an hour's enthusiastic exposition, they left quite 
convinced that the Prince wpuld set up some schools in Hungary. At the 
foot of the stairs, Pestalozzi suddenly cried out, "Why. what is the ipatter 
with my arm? See how swollen it is, and so stiff I can not bend it"* Just 
at that moment the great house key was noticed bent in the lock, so they con­
cluded that when they came in an hour before, Pestalozzi must have knocked 
his elbow a^inst the key and bent it. And yet., such was the fire that 
burned within, him, even at seventy, when his mind was beht on doing good, 
that during that hour he had felt no pain*
The unparalleled popularity of Tvordun brought visitors of all
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sorts, and lessons were daily interrupted that the metliod might be explained, 
^mong these were men of ability capable of turning what they learned from him 
to good advantage. One of these was Ritter, who wrote, ”I have seen the 
paradise of Switzerland, for I have seen Pestaloszi, and reoognizedl.how great 
his heart is and how great his genius. Never have I been so filled with a 
sense of the sacredness of my vocation and of the dignity of human nature as 
in t he days I spent with this noble man. I can not think without emotion 
of this little company of brAve men stnggling with the present that the 
future may bo better and finding alike their joy and their reward in the hope 
they have of raising children to-the true dignity of humemity". Ritter 
applied the method to the teaching of geography and hie great work on compar­
ative gep.graphy may be said to have founded a new science.
Others who came were Karl von Reumer, the historian of education, 
Froebel of kindergarten fame, Jullien, school inspector of Paris, and the 
philosopher, Herbart. This was not Herbart's first acquaintance with 
Pestalozzi. Coming down through the mountains one day in 1799 with the von 
Steiger lads whom he had been tutoring, he came upon the little village of 
Burgdorf. He was twenty-throe and just out of Heidelberg University, When 
he heard the talk about the teacher with the strange new method, his eager 
mind led him to investigate Pestalozzi*a school. He saw the pupils at'work 
and analyzed the process from his psychological background, as Pestalozzi 
himself was unable to do, for he was no philosopher, but a true genius in 
education, who looked into hie own mind and heart for the laws of mental 
growth, and spun his theories of instruction, Herbart was able to make from 
what he saw a science of education which transformed modem, pedagogy.
In spite of all these appearances of success all was not well 
within. One reason was inherent in the method itself. Pestalozzi had 
based the morality and discipline all on the relation of family life, where 
he as the father should rule by love. At Burgdorf this had been possible.
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With increasing number of-pupils and the differences in their languages, 
habits, and background, he could no longer know them as a father knows his 
children and discipline broke down* The greater mischief was without, in 
dissensions among the teachers, euid struggles between ambitious ones for 
ascendancy over Pestaloszi, whose utter impracticality and confiding nature 
made him an easy prey for eonbltioue schemers.
His sensitive nature felt the discord but he was helpless to cope 
with the situatldn. His efforts were made in his own peciiliar fashion.
In 1806 he had a coffin made with a death's head on it, which he generally 
kept beneath his bed. On solemn occasion he would have it put in the mid­
dle of the room, saying, "Do you see me in this coffin? How do you feel 
at the sight?"
In his New Year's speech of ld08, his whole discourse was full 
of gloom. He stood Reside the coffin as had been his custom. None were 
surprised at his excessive humility, and his self-accusation for small 
accomplishment, for that was in keeping with his temperament, but he seemed 
to feel that his life had beaisntirely in Vidn, and that complete failure 
was in store for his work. "This work was founded by love," h® said, "but 
love has dise^pe^red from our'midst. The coffin you see there~iS'Siy only 
consolation. I can no longer do anything to help. The poison at the
heart of our work is spreading, and the praise of the world which is ours 
today will but encourage it."
He was unfortunately too true a prophet. M one time he 
would have been tempted to leave were he but twenty years younger, but he 
felt that he had made too many fresh beginnings to have any strength left, 
at seventy, for more. ^nd yet, while his influence was steadily lessen­
ing within his own domain, and the townspeople were sharply criticizing, 
his fame was spreading all over Europe and many of his most notable visi­
tors came during the years of his declining power.
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D&ring the l&st seven years of the existence of the Institute, 
it was little more than a shadow of what it had been, but Pe0talos2i*s 
gloom was lightened by a gleam of the old dream out of his youth. He 
opened a school for twelve neglected children at Clendy, a hamlet just out­
side of Yverdun. In spite of his seventy-two years the old man devoted 
himself with the same zeal and same love as in his youth, and, incredible 
as it may seem, with the same wonderful success that crowned his efforts at ’ 
Neuhof, Stanz, and Bmrgdorf. As though by enchantment he gained the affect­
ion of the children and, as of old, made them eager to learn. In a few 
months the ntu^ber of children had risen to thirty, and Clendy was becoming 
celebrated. Fresh success excited fresh admiration, which in the end 
wrested the school from Pestaloszi's control by the same unfriendly hands 
that had taken Yverdun from him. It had lasted only a year, but it had 
brought the Olid man one more taste of joy.
The Institute was closed in 1825, after twenty years, and 
Pestalozzi went to spend his last days at Neuhof, brightened by plans for 
another poor-school on the site of the first, and saddened by the bitter 
attacks in the Swiss newspapers upon his work. Weak and suffering, he 
tried to come to his own defense but his frail body could no longer endure, 
and, in 1827, at the age of eighty-one, he gently breathed his last.
A failure according to his own estimate, his life was really 
most fruitful in blessings to all mankind. He was the first leader to 
announce convincingly that education is the one good gift for all, whether 
rich or poor, Ife gave hifiiself with a burning,self-lOrgetting enthusiasm, 
and no man has so thoroughly stamped the impress of his personality and 
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Since the need of creating a professional spirit among Sunday-school 
teachers'is recognized, a spirit that will make them feel a lart of a great 
profession, the purpose of this thesis is to hhow how a vivid presentation 
of the biographies of teadars will serve as a stimulus to such a spirit, and 
act as a motivating influence in the chdlce of a vocation. The psycholog­
ic^ basis for this use of biography is in the imitative tendency. By 
using the lives of teachers as models, the students will bo led to self- 
discovery and to formation of ideals by a conscious analysis of qualities 
presented and the construction of the ideal.
Biography serves to bring into life greater personalities than most 
people can meet personally, with a concreteness that is more impressive than 
theorizing. It is becoming recognized in sail fields for its pedagogical 
value, and may be so i^ed for the inspiration of teachers. Fiction has not 
presented on the whole inspiring types of teachers; more influence can be 
exerted by using the lives of teachers whose accomplishments can be seen in 
their own lives and in the lives of their pupils.
An examination of various books now using the biogi«phical method 
strengthens the argument for its use, but reveals the fact that little eiapha- 
sis has been placed upon the lives of teachers. ' Some suggestions are 
offered for a possible series of teachers' lives to be used as a stimulus to 
the professional spirit, concluding with sketches 6£ Mary Lyon and Pesta- 
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